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Abstract
This thesis presents a theoretical study of three fundamental topics of con-
temporary interest to electron devices: electrical contact resistance under AC
condition, a nonlinear, steady state theory of thermal and electrical conduction
on a one-dimensional conductor, and the absolute instability in a traveling wave
tube.
Poor electrical contact is known to be a major cause of failures in all elec-
trical/electronic systems, ranging from small scale consumer electronic devices
to large scale military and aerospace systems. The quality of contact is often
measured by the contact resistance, which has been treated mostly under steady
state (DC) condition. This thesis considers the vastly more complex problem
of AC contact resistance. By analyzing an AC current flowing through two
Cartesian current channels, with different dimensions and different electrical re-
sistivity, in contact with each other at an interface, the AC contact resistance
as a function of frequency is calculated. Scaling laws are obtained and inter-
preted in terms of the degree of current crowding exhibited at the junction as a
result of resistive skin effects in the respective current channels. Our AC results
always reduce to the corresponding DC results under the low frequency limit
where the resistive skin depths are much larger than the channel sizes. In some
geometry and at some frequency, the AC contact resistance may become neg-
ative, meaning that the total AC resistance in the two current channels is less
than the AC bulk resistances from the individual channels. The contact resis-
tance on a slightly uneven joint is also evaluated as unique scalings of contact
resistance was found with frequency. The mathematically divergent field at the
sharp corner at the joint is given some attention, under AC condition.
The second problem concerns the degree of ohmic heating in a current-
carrying conductor. We present a nonlinear, steady state, theory of thermal
and electrical conduction on a 1-dimensional conductor using several models to
specify the temperature dependence in the thermal and electrical conductivities.
The temperature distribution is presented for each model, together with the
parameter space for the existence of the steady state solutions. Nonexistence
of a steady state solution may suggest the possibility of thermal runaway. The
temperature distribution calculated according to the theory has been favorably
compared with experiments on a field emitter made of a carbon nanotube fiber.
The last problem concerns the stability of a traveling wave tube (TWT)
which is a central component in virtually all communications satellites. High
mission demands require high power, at which stable operation of TWT may
become an issue. This thesis examines an absolute instability in a TWT that
could occur at the upper and lower edges of the amplification band. We use the
Briggs-Bers criterion to confirm the previous findings on the existence of ab-
solute instability at the upper band edge when the electron beam current that
powers the TWT is sufficiently high. We correct the erroneous previous conclu-
sion on the non-existence of absolute instability at the lower band edge. The
temporal-spatial evolution of the Green’s function was calculated. It corrob-
ix
orated the above-mentioned results, and it shows, for the first time, transient
exponential growth as a fractional power of time initially, followed by simple
exponential growth in time or decay in time, depending on whether the current
threshold for absolute instability is exceeded.
x
Chapter 1. Introduction
This thesis is a theoretical study of three problems which originated from the
author’s study of high power microwave sources. High power microwaves have
many applications in radar, communication, national defense and homeland
security, industrial processes, and accelerator developments [1, 2]. The first
problem studied in this thesis concerns the electrical contact resistance, under
AC condition, between two current-carrying channels. The second problem
concerns the temperature distribution in a current-carrying conductor whose
electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity may depend on the temperature.
The third problem concerns the stability of a traveling wave amplifier near the
edges of its amplification band. The background of each of these three problems
is described in each subsection below. The outline of this thesis is given towards
the end of this Chapter.
1.1 Background on AC Contact Resistance
Contact problems account for 40 percent of all electrical/electronic failures,
ranging from small scale consumer electronic devices to large scale military and
aerospace systems [3–5]. In pulsed power systems and high power microwave
sources, poor electrical contact prevents efficient power coupling to the load
[6], produces unwanted plasma [7], and even damages the electrodes. On the
largest scales, faulty electrical contact has caused failure of the Large Hadron
Collider, and similarly threatens the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor [8]. On the smallest scales, electrical contact and local heating are very
important issues in microelectronics [9, 10], integrated circuits [10], thin film
devices [11], carbon nanotube [12, 13] and carbon nanofiber based cathodes
[14, 15] and interconnects [10, 16–19], field emitters [20, 21], thin film-to-bulk
contacts [22–27], semiconductor nanolasers [28, 29], and ultrafast and nanoscale
diodes [30–33].
The quality of a contact is often measured by the contact resistance [3, 4].
Despite its importance, contact resistance, and the enhanced ohmic heating
that results, have been treated mostly under steady state (DC) condition [3,
4, 34–40]. The evaluation of contact resistance in the AC case is significantly
more complex than the DC case. New features, such as resistive skin effect,
inductive, and capacitive effects, as well as radiation losses, are totally absent
in a DC theory. For the AC case, the simple ”a-spot” geometry has received
some attention [35, 36, 41–43]. (The a-spot geometry refers to two current
channels, made of the same materials, joined with each other only through a
circular hole of radius a [3, 4]). A statistical theory for a collection of asperities
at the interface of two conductors under AC condition was given by Tang et
al. [44], who ignored the all-important skin effects, and the effects of dissimilar
materials.
This thesis studies the contact resistance between two channels through
which an AC current passes. The current channels may assume different dimen-
sions and different electrical properties. We discovered several unusual proper-
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ties of the AC contact resistance [45]. We present novel scaling laws at various
frequencies.
1.2 Background on Effects of Temperature Dependence
of Electrical and Thermal Conductivities on the Joule
Heating of a Conductor
Crowding of the current flow at the junctions of electrical contact contributes
contact resistance, whose presence leads to enhanced local heating [3, 4]. Such
enhanced local heating is detrimental to the performance and to the integrity
of devices. The local rise in temperature may lead to a local change in the
electrical and thermal conductivity, which in turn leads to a re-distribution of
the current flow pattern at the contact, and therefore to a change in the contact
resistance. This feedback may result in an “electrothermal instability” [46–49]
and in the worst case, to a thermal runaway - local heating may reduce the
electrical conductivity which contributes to further heating and eventual device
failure. The inclusion of the temperature dependence in the evaluation of con-
tact resistance is a very complicated problem, and to the author’s knowledge,
was never attempted. To isolate the physics in the current distribution and
the resulting change in the temperature profile due to the temperature depen-
dence in the electrical conductivity (σ) and in the thermal conductivity (κ),
we study the reduced problem of a 1-dimensional conductor, under the steady
state assumption [50]. This work was published and was later used (by others)
to interpret the recent experiments on field emitters that were performed at the
Air Force Research Laboratory [51]. This problem of enhanced Joule heating at
junctions is of broad interest, as given in the following survey.
Recent advancements in nanotechnology, the miniaturization of electronic
devices, and the increase in density of circuit integration, make Joule heating
increasingly important to device performance and lifetime. The growing packing
density and power consumption of very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits
in particular have made thermal effects one of the most important concerns of
VLSI designers [52]. In micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) switches, the durabil-
ity of the devices is largely limited by Joule heating at the contacting asperities
[26, 35]. Coupled thermal-electrical effects play important roles in current emis-
sion performance as well as the stability of carbon nanofiber based field emitters
[12, 14, 15, 53]. There has also been interest in understanding and controlling
the local temperature increases within electrically driven nanoscale wires and
metallic interconnects [54]. Thermal stability is one of the key challenges in
nanoscale devices made of novel materials, such as graphene [55–57] and or-
ganic materials [58, 59]. In electrically pumped nanolasers for chip-scale optical
communications, thermal management is of crucial importance to realize room
temperature operation [28, 60].
The coupled thermal-electrical conduction problem is also important in many
other areas such as wire-array Z-pinches [6], power transmission lines [61], high
power microwave devices [62, 63], and electrical contacts [4, 40, 43, 64, 65].
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In a Z-pinch, in particular, coupled thermal-electrical conduction is responsible
for an electrothermal instability which was extensively studied in recent years
[46–49].
Available 3D finite element simulation codes may be used to compute the ef-
fects of coupled electrical and thermal conduction with great accuracy. However,
the parametric dependencies of the solution are difficult to determine from such
purely numerical calculations. Here, by using a very simple 1D model, we aim
to provide a better understanding of the underlying physics and the influences
of multiple parameters on key properties of the solution, including the domains
for the existence of solutions, and the maximum temperature and its location
in the 1D conductor when a steady state solution exists. Our 1D result was
successfully used to interpret the temperature distributions in carbon nanotube
fibers experiments [51].
1.3 Background on Absolute Instability in a Travelling
Wave Tube
Traveling wave tubes (TWTs) are widely used in satellite communication and
in radar (Fig. 1.1) [1, 2, 66–68]. To amplify a signal of frequency, ω, which
may range from GHz to THz for TWT, the kinetic energy of an electron beam
is converted to the signal’s electromagnetic wave energy through a collective
interaction. If this interaction is too strong, the amplifier becomes unstable
and breaks into oscillation, defeating the TWT function. Stability of TWT is
thus a major concern [67–73], and this thesis studies one aspect of this problem,
known as the absolute instability [74, 75]. To understand the nature of TWT
stability, consider an electron beam propagating in the z-direction with velocity
v. For this beam to convert its kinetic energy to the signal so that the signal
is amplified, it must be made to interact strongly with the signal’s electromag-
netic wave, represented in the form, eiωt−ikz. This signal also propagates in
the z-direction with wavenumber k, k = k(ω), which is a function of the sig-
nal frequency. Strong interaction between the beam with the electromagnetic
wave can occur only when the wave’s phase velocity, ω/k, is roughly equal to
v (Fig. 1.1 [66–68, 76, 77]. The relation, ω/k = v, is thus known as the beam
mode in plasma physics, and it is represented by a straight line in the ω-k plane
(Fig. 1.2). Since the speed of light in vacuum is c, which always exceeds v, for
the phase speed along the z-direction to be equal to v (< c), the electromag-
netic circuit on which the signal propagates needs to have a so-called slow-wave
structure (SWS), properly designed so that the z-component of its phase ve-
locity (ω/k) is less than c [66–68]. Commonly used SWS for TWT include a
metallic wire wound into to a helix (Fig. 1.1) [66–68, 78, 79], coupled-cavity
[66, 68], a rectangular waveguide bent into a serpentine shape in the direction
of propagation [80], and more recently, metamaterials are also considered as a
candidate of SWS for TWT [81]. Note that all of the above SWS are periodic
in z. Their dispersion diagram, known as the circuit mode in the ω vs k plot,
is a periodic function of k with period 2pi/L, where L is the periodicity in the
SWS (Fig. 1.2) [66, 68]. Strong interaction occurs when the phase velocity of
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the circuit mode coincides with the beam velocity, such as the point Q in Fig.
1.2 [66, 68, 70, 76].
Figure 1.1: A schematic of a taped helix TWT. An electron beam is generated
and accelerated within the ion trap and a microwave signal is input at ”RF
power in”. This signal is forced to travel along the helix which matches its axial
velocity to the velocity of the electron beam. The electron beam is modulated
and transfers some of its kinetic energy to the microwave signal, amplifying it.
The microwaves are then extracted, and some of the remaining electron beam
energy is recovered in the collector. From [82]
Only signal frequencies within certain bands can propagate on a SWS, and
these are called the pass bands [66, 68]. One such pass band is shown in Fig.
1.2, where frequencies between ωL and ωU can propagate. These two frequencies
are respectively designated as the lower and upper band edges, within which a
signal could be amplified. Note that at these band edges, the group velocity of
the circuit wave equal to zero, making the circuit difficult to match at ωL and
ωU . Thus, oscillations at either band edges are distinct possibilities and, indeed,
band edge oscillations are a major threat to the operation of TWT [69–71, 73,
83–85].
It is a common experience that an amplifier becomes unstable if its gain is
too high. This is also true for a TWT. Qualitatively, the gain at frequency ω
is measured by ki(ω), where ki is the imaginary part of the wavenumber k(ω),
which is to be solved from the TWT dispersion relation, written generally in
the form [66–68, 76, 77]
D(ω, k) = 0 (1.1)
The amplitude of the signal of frequency ω then achieves amplification equal to
exp(kiz) after propagating a distance z along the TWT, provided the amplifier
is stable. If the TWT is unstable, the unstable solution with temporal growth
rate ωi would be excited, and this temporally growing solution would overwhelm
the sinusoidal steady state solution exp(iωt − ik(ω)z) that is associated with
the input signal of frequency ω.
4
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Figure 1.2: Lower band edge (A), the upper band edge (B), and the operating
point (Q) at which the beam mode intersects with the circuit mode in a coupled
cavity TWT at (ω, k) = (ω0, k0). kL is the phase shift per period of the slow
wave structure.
The dispersion relation (1.1) is obtained from consideration of the collective
interaction between the beam mode and the circuit mode [66–68, 76]. To de-
termine if the system described by the 1-dimensional dispersion relation (1.1)
exhibits a natural solution that is exponentially growing or decaying in time, one
needs to consider an initial value problem (like the study of Landau damping in
plasma physics [77]). Specifically, we examine the Green’s function, which may
be written in the form [74, 75, 77],
G(z, t) =
∫
dω
∫
dk
ei(ωt−kz)
D(ω, k)
(1.2)
Eq. (1.2) represents the natural response due to an impulse excitation in time
and in space. The k-integration is along the real k axis, and the ω-integration is
carried along the Bromwich contour in the theory of Laplace transform [74, 75,
77]. Briggs and Bers [74, 75] established a mathematical procedure, known as
the Briggs-Bers criterion, that determines the condition under which Eq. (1.2)
exhibits unstable solution that grows exponentially with time. [The Briggs-
Bers criterion will be summarized in Section 4.2 below.] If it does, then an
absolute instability exists. This instability is termed “absolute” because at every
point, z, the Green’s function asymptotically grows exponentially with time, at
a constant growth rate. If the system is not absolutely unstable, it may still
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be convectively unstable, meaning that the Green’s function, at a fixed position
z, grows transiently in time before it decays asymptotically. The convectively
unstable system has some gain mechanism (for presence of transient growth
of disturbances), but the transient solution eventually decays in time. Hence
it makes sense to talk about the sinusoidal steady response due to an input
signal of frequency ω, and to evaluate the spatial amplification rate of the signal
amplitude, ki(ω), for real omega from Eq. (1.1) for the wave solution of the form
exp(iωt − ik(ω)z). In fact, TWT operates properly only in the convectively
unstable regime, so that the amplifier will have gain, yet operating stably. The
system is stable, i.e., it has neither absolute nor convective instability, if for all
real values of k, the solutions of ω that solve the dispersion relation Eq. 1.1 do
not have a negative imaginary part [74, 75, 77].
The Briggs-Bers criterion [74, 75] has been applied to TWT models to ex-
amine both the absolute instability both at the upper band edge (B) and at the
lower band edge (A), shown in Fig. 1.2, when the operating point (Q) is away
from both band edges. Previous investigations [69, 70, 73, 83] conclude that
the upper band edge (A) may be subjected to an absolute instability when the
electron beam current is sufficiently high. They also conclude that the lower
band edge is not subjected to an absolute instability, regardless of the beam
current [69, 70, 83]. In this thesis, we point out that the last conclusion on the
lower band edge is incorrect. When we tried to assess the transient growth at
the lower band edge, we discovered that the lower band edge may be subjected
to an absolute instability if the beam current is sufficiently high. This conclu-
sion was also corroborated by our careful analysis of the Briggs-Bers criterion
for the lower band edge. In addition, our Green’s function solution shows, for
the first time, the transition from transient exponentiation at fractional power
of time to simple exponential growth (to decay) when the band edge is (is not)
subject to an absolute instability. Finally, we remark that absolute instability
in a TWT is very difficult to detect experimentally, as addressed toward the
end of Chapter 4.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
The three topics, AC contact resistance, temperature distribution in a 1-D con-
ductor on which the thermal and electrical conductivity depend on temperature,
and absolute instability in TWT, will be given in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 respec-
tively. In Chapter 2, we describe in Section 2.1 the model under consideration
for the AC contact resistance. The proper definition of AC contact resistance
is defined in Section 2.2, so that the low frequency limit is consistent with the
established DC theory. Section 2.3 gives numerical examples for various geome-
tries, including the discovery of “negative contact resistance”, and the scaling
laws as the frequency increases. In virtually all cases under study, we give a
physical interpretation of the scaling in the contact resistance in terms of cur-
rent spreading (or current constriction) in the vicinity of the contacting regions.
Section 2.4 presents our preliminary examination of the “triple point” under
AC condition. Here, the triple point is the location where two current channels
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and the surrounding vacuum meet, and where the mathematical solutions for
the electric field diverge. Section 2.5 gives an assessment of capacitive effects.
Section 2.6 summarizes the results of AC contact resistance.
Chapter 3 solves the steady state temperature distribution on a 1-dimensional
conductor whose electrical conductivity (σ) and thermal conductivity (κ) may
be functions of temperature (T ). Section 3.1 presents the governing equations
and their scaling to reduce the parameter space. Section 3.2 presents the exact
and numerical solutions for various models of κ(T ) and σ(T ), including linear
dependence, and those obtained empirically from experiments. Boundaries on
the existence of the solutions are given, together with comparison of the theory
with experiments. Section 3.4 presents a summary of the results.
Chapter 4 considers the absolute instability and the transient growth near
the upper and lower band edge of a TWT. Following the introduction in Section
4.1, Section 4.2 presents our analysis of the Briggs-Bers criterion on both the
upper and lower band edges, where the previous erroneous conclusion regarding
the lower band edge is pointed out. Section 4.3 presents the transient growth of
the Green’s function, which we discover to be in the unusual form of growth at
fractional power of time, exp(Aωt1/3), at early times. At later times this Green’s
function grows into the simple exponential form exp(ωit) when an absolute
instability exists, or decays to zero when the TWT is convectively unstable.
Here, A is a constant (in time) but it depends on z. Section 4.4 summarizes the
result. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and suggests future works.
Some of the detailed derivations in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are given in the
Appendices.
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Chapter 2. A Theory of Contact Resistance
Under AC Conditions
Section 2.1 gives the introduction. In Section 2.2, we shall first outline the model
for the DC contact resistance, concentrating on its salient properties that will be
useful in the extension to the AC case, which is described next. In Section 2.3,
we shall present a few examples of the AC contact resistance, where the novel
scalings are presented. Section 2.4 considers the mathematical treatment of the
divergent solutions at a triple point. Section 2.5 gives a rudimentary evaluation
of the low frequency capacitive effects via an example. Concluding remarks are
given in Section 2.6. The details of the derivation of the novel scalings will be
given in the Appendices.
2.1 Introduction
For this thesis, a theoretical study of AC electrical contact was initiated using
the simple Cartesian geometry shown in Fig. 2.1, allowing for contacts between
dissimilar materials. This seemingly simple geometry of two conducting chan-
nels turns out to be extremely difficult to analyze for the AC case. We adopted
it because simple models more readily yield physical insights. In addition, in
the DC limit, its field solutions and the contact resistance have been completely
characterized by Zhang and Lau [64], and this reveals new features associated
with the AC case. An AC current of frequency ω is launched from the left
channel at large negative value of z, and it exits at the right channel at large
positive value of z. The dimensions and the electrical properties (permittivity
ε, conductivity σ, and permeability µ, all assumed real) are specified in Fig.
2.1. The two conducting channels, with an interface at z = 0, are surrounded
by vacuum. We have formulated the boundary value problem for Fig. 2.1 which
satisfies the Maxwell equations in the various regions, interior and exterior to
the current channel. In this chapter, we shall restrict to the study of resistive
loss at the contact in the regime σ  εω for both conducting channels. Under
this assumption, we found that the current flow pattern within the current chan-
nel is essentially unaffected by the solution in the vacuum region, just like the
DC case. We should stress that our solutions using this simplifying assumption
has been spot-checked against the complete electromagnetic field solutions that
we have constructed for all regions, both exterior and interior to the channel.
We shall further comment on the general case towards the end of this section.
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Figure 2.1: Two Cartesian current channels, each with length L and joined at
z = 0, are surrounded by vacuum. An AC current of the form I0e
−iωt enters
the left surface A and exits the right surface B.
The two-dimensional, planar, model (Fig. 2.1) gives considerable physical
insight into the nature of current crowding from DC to high frequency condi-
tions. Similar to the DC case [64], we expect the qualitative features to hold
for the cylindrical geometry. This study also reveals the deleterious effects of
conductor misalignment on the contact resistance, especially at high frequen-
cies. Modulation at 10 GHz and beyond is being pursued for nano light emitting
diodes for on-chip optical communications [60], making high frequency AC con-
tact resistance in that frequency range relevant.
The resistive skin depth δ = (2/µωσ)1/2 in each conducting region is an
important length scale. It is frequency dependent. The relative magnitude of
δ in the two different regions of the channel, and the transverse dimensions of
the channels then strongly affect the current flow pattern. Therefore, different
scalings for the AC contact resistance are expected for different frequency ranges.
This chapter reports some such novel scalings. We interpret them by identifying
the skin depth as the effective channel widths and then use the corresponding
DC scalings.
2.2 Definition of Contact Resistance
For the Cartesian geometry shown in Fig. 2.1, we shall define the contact
resistance, first for the DC case and then for the AC case. We assume that, in
both cases, there is no variation in the x-direction, and the channel width in
the x-direction is W , and that the channel axial length, L, is sufficiently large
that the field solutions no longer have any z-variation at z = ±L for the bulk
solution.
2.2.1 DC contact resistance
For the DC case, current I0 with a constant, uniform current density, I0/(2Wd1),
enters from the left channel at plane A (z = −L). This current exits the right
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channel at plane B (z = L) also with a constant, uniform current density,
I0/(2Wd2). A DC voltage V is needed to drive this current between planes A
and B. The total resistance, R, between A and B is then,
R ≡ V
I0
=
L
2d1Wσ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bulk
+
Rc
4piWσ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interface
+
L
2d2Wσ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bulk
(2.1)
where the first (last) term on the RHS represents the bulk resistance of the
left (right) channel. The middle term of Eq. (2.1) is defined as the contact
resistance, or the interface resistance, which is simply the difference between
the total resistance (R) and the bulk resistance of the two current channels.
Note that this contact or interface resistance vanishes if d1 = d2, in which
case the DC current flow (and the DC electric field, which is solely in the z-
direction) is uniform in both channels, and the channels’ bulk resistance, in
series, constitutes the total resistance. Thus the contact or interface resistance
in Eq. (2.1) is also called the spreading resistance (or constriction resistance),
as it is a measure of how the current spreads (or constricts) as it approaches
and leaves the junction [3, 4, 35, 36].
The contact resistance in Eq. (2.1) is represented by the normalized contact
resistance Rc. Zhang and Lau [64] found that Rc depends only on the ratios
d1/d2, and σ1/σ2 (Fig. 2.1). They computed Rc from their exact electrostatic
field solution that satisfy the following boundary conditions: (Fig. 2.1)
σ1Ez,1 = σ2Ez,2, |y| < d1, z = 0 (2.2a)
Ey,1 = Ey,2, |y| < d1, z = 0 (2.2b)
Ez,1 = 0, d1 < |y| < d2, z = 0 (2.2c)
Ey,1 = 0, |y| = d1, z < 0 (2.2d)
Ey,2 = 0, |y| = d2, z > 0 (2.2e)
Equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) show, respectively, continuity in the current flow
and in the tangential electric field at the channel interface. Equations (2.2c) -
(2.2e) state that there is no normal electric field at all channel-vacuum interfaces.
That is, the conduction current always flows tangentially at the channel-vacuum
boundary. Accurate scaling laws for Rc have been constructed from the numer-
ical solutions of the electrostatic potential for Fig. 2.1, solved exactly using the
boundary conditions (2.2a)-(2.2e). [64]
An alternative definition of the contact resistance uses the ohmic power
dissipated within the current channel, which can be obtained from the calculated
(AC and DC) field solution for Fig. 2.1. This approach is more suitable for the
AC case, in which the ”potential” on the surfaces A and B are no longer uniform
or constant. For the AC case, the total resistance, R, in the channel may be
expressed in terms of the average ohmic power dissipated within the channel,
P ≡ RI
2
0
2
=
1
2
∫
volume
σ|E2|dV (2.3)
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where E is the AC electric field over the channel volume, −L < z < L. The
total resistance R obtained from Eq. (2.3) is then decomposed into the bulk
resistance, Rb1 and Rb2, associated with the channel, and the remainder is then
defined as the contact resistance, Rc,
R = Rb1 +Rc +Rb2 (2.4)
For the DC case, Rb1 and Rb2 are given respectively by the first and third term
in the RHS of Eq. (2.1). Comparing Rc, obtained from energy consideration
(Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)), and from the published results by Zhang and Lau [64]
who used the exact electrostatic field solution without reference to ohmic loss,
we obtain an excellent agreement between the two in several test cases.
2.2.2 AC contact resistance
For the AC case, the ”potential” on the surfaces A and B in Fig. 2.1 is not
defined, and we need to use the power dissipation formulation, Eqs. (2.3) and
(2.4), for an unambiguous identification of the contact resistance. The conven-
tional definition of potential difference as ∆φ =
∫
E · dl does not work when
there are skin effects, since the electric field at y = 0 is different than the electric
field at y = d1, and therefore we would obtain different values for ∆φ depending
on the path we chose. It is possible to choose any gauge and solve for the po-
tentials in this way, but there are no real benefits in doing so as the resistance
will not easily arise from such potentials.
Like the DC case, the power P in Eq. (2.3) requires the field solution
E everywhere within the channel (Fig. 2.1). However, for the AC case, the
boundary conditions to be satisfied need to be modified from Eqs. (2.2a)-(2.2e).
In general, E‖ and (σ−iωε)E⊥ need to both be continuous across any boundary.
This means that there can now be currents that flow into the conductor from
the conductor-vacuum interfaces. This complicates the problem by a significant
degree as fields outside the conductors now affect fields inside, and therefore
need to be calculated. However, in this chapter we will focus on good conductors
(σ > 104 S ·m, ε/ε0 of order unity) and frequencies of up to 1 THz. For these
values we get ωε  σ which allows us to ignore the fields in the vacuum once
more, like the DC case, and use the same method of series expansion as in
Zhang and Lau [64] to obtain the AC solution under the assumption ωε  σ.
Fields however need to satisfy the Helmholtz instead of Laplace equation, which
will result in skin effects for sufficiently high frequencies. Solving for the fields
everywhere and accounting for all the boundary conditions properly is possible
but doing so only yields an error of up to 0.000042% in contact resistance when
compared to the simplified solution (See appendix Appendix A where the full
AC solutions are outlined).
With the assumption ωε  σ on both channels, we may now construct the
bulk resistance for the AC case, Rb1 and Rb2 in Eq. (2.4), as follows. First, for
large values of |z|, the AC electric field has only a z-component which is uniform
in z but nonuniform in y. It is shown in Appendix Appendix B that this bulk
solution is given by (see Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7))
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Ez,1,b(y) =
I0κ1
2Wσ1
cos(κ1y)
sin(κ1d1)
(2.5a)
Ez,2,b(y) =
I0κ2
2Wσ2
cos(κ2y)
sin(κ2d2)
(2.5b)
where
κ21 = µ1ε1ω
2 + iωµ1σ1 ' iωµ1σ1 ≡ 2i/δ21 (2.6a)
κ22 = µ2ε2ω
2 + iωµ2σ2 ' iωµ2σ2 ≡ 2i/δ22 (2.6b)
which includes the dominant skin effect, i.e., assuming σ1,2  ωε1,2. The skin
depth for each material is:
δ1 =
√
2/σ1µ1ω (2.7a)
δ2 =
√
2/σ2µ2ω (2.7b)
Upon using the bulk field solution (2.5) into the integral (2.3) for each chan-
nel, we find the AC bulk resistance for each channel to be (see Eqs. (5.12) and
(5.13) in Appendix Appendix B)
Rb1 =
L
2Wσ1δ1
sinh
(
2d1
δ1
)
+ sin
(
2d1
δ1
)
cosh
(
2d1
δ1
)
− cos
(
2d1
δ1
) (2.8a)
Rb2 =
L
2Wσ2δ2
sinh
(
2d2
δ2
)
+ sin
(
2d2
δ2
)
cosh
(
2d2
δ2
)
− cos
(
2d2
δ2
) (2.8b)
which is to be used in Eq. (2.4). Note that Eq. (2.8) reduces to the DC bulk
resistance in Eq. (2.1) in the DC limit ω → 0, so that δ1 → ∞ and δ2 → ∞.
At high frequencies, δ1  d1, and δ2  d2, Eq. (2.8) shows that the bulk
resistances, Rb1 and Rb2, increase with ω, like
√
ω.
The total resistance, R, may then be obtained from Eq. (2.3) after solving
for the AC field solution for the entire region, −L < z < L, and the contact
resistance, Rc, may then be obtained by substituting Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.4).
In the numerical examples given in Section 2.3, we will again represent this AC
contact resistance,
Rc =
Rc
4piWσ2
(2.9)
in terms of the normalized resistance Rc, so that this AC value can immediately
be compared with the DC value given in Eq. (2.1).
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2.3 Numerical Examples of AC Contact Resistance
Numerical examples of the AC contact resistance are presented for three selected
cases of Fig. 2.1: (A) d1 = d2, (B) d2 > d1, and (C) d2− d1  d1 with σ1 = σ2.
Case (A) shows the distinct nature of AC contact resistance, as the DC contact
resistance equals zero in this case. It also reveals the surprising result that
the contact resistance can be negative. Case (B) shows various scalings with
frequencies, and Case (C) provides a closer examination of the frequency scaling,
and offers a quantification of AC contact resistance for slightly uneven surfaces.
2.3.1 Case A: d1 = d2 = d
z
y
σ1, ǫ1, µ1 σ2, ǫ2, µ2
vacuum
d d
Figure 2.2: The setup for d1 = d2 = d.
The setup for this case is shown in Fig. 2.2. This case is trivial for the DC case in
which the contact resistance is zero as the bulk fields are uniform and therefore
the sum of the bulk resistance becomes the total resistance. For the AC case
however, the bulk fields shown in equation (2.5) do not satisfy the appropriate
boundary conditions for σ1 6= σ2 because of the different skin depths in each
material. Without loss of generality we will assume σ1 > σ2. By satisfying the
boundary conditions on the interface z=0 we can obtain the normalized contact
resistance as a function of frequency, shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Normalized contact resistance vs frequency for d1 = d2 = d = 1 mm,
σ1 = 3.69 · 107 S/m.
There are a few interesting features in Fig. 2.3. First, for low frequencies we
obtain Rc = 0. This is because at low frequencies the skin depth is large and
therefore the fields are merely oscillating uniform fields. This was found to be
true for d/δ1 < 1. For high frequencies we observe a constant contact resistance.
This can be explained: at high frequencies both conductors demonstrate strong
skin effects, and we may then take the small skin depths δ1,2 as the equivalent
channel widths d1,2 in a DC case and then use the scaling laws of the DC con-
tact resistance to interpret the numerical results of the AC case. Note that the
ratio of the skin depths is constant with frequency and that for the DC case,
the contact resistance is only a function of d2/d1 [64]. Therefore, as we change
the frequency, the skin depths also change but not their ratio, so the contact
resistance is unchanged at high frequencies. This high-frequency constant con-
tact resistance was observed for d/δ2 > 4. Note that the spreading resistance
shown in Fig. 2.3 approaches a constant at high frequencies, whereas the bulk
resistance increases with frequency according to Eq. (2.8); the relative effect
of spreading resistance diminishes at high frequencies. (In a slightly different
context, seen in [45], the spreading resistance also approaches a constant at high
frequencies, whereas the bulk resistance increases with frequencies. Constriction
resistance at very small skin depths were explored by Zhang, Lau, and Timsit
[35, 36], and by Timsit [3].
For intermediate frequencies the contact resistance transitions between the
two constant values at low and high frequencies. A further interesting behavior
is observed at the lower end of this transition: we obtain Rc < 0. (Fig. 2.3) This,
of course, does not indicate an overall power gain, but a current distribution
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that is less dissipating compared to the bulk currents. This can be seen in
Fig. 2.4 which shows the current flow pattern when the AC contact resistance
is negative (a), zero (b), and positive (c). Figure 2.4b shows zero AC contact
resistance, meaning that the total AC resistance in the two conductors happen
to be equal to the sum of their respective AC bulk resistance. Compared with
Fig. 2.4b, Fig. 2.4c (2.4a) exhibit more (less) current crowding than Fig. 2.4b,
and therefore its contact resistance is positive (negative) in comparison. That
is, Fig. 2.4a (Fig. 2.4c) will produce less (more) electrical heating than that
expected from the bulk current of the two conductors. We wish to remark
that the seemingly unusual “negative contact resistance” is analogous to the
“negative energy waves” encountered in plasma physics [77], in that they both
arise in comparison with some reference state. For “negative energy waves”,
that reference state is the unperturbed state in a small signal theory.
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Figure 2.4: Current flow patterns for Fig. 2.2 which show (a) negative, (ω =
1.33 · 105 rad/s, Rc = −0.053), (b) zero (ω = 2.66 · 105 rad/s, Rc = 0), and
(c) positive (ω = 5.32 · 105 rad/s, Rc = 0.228) AC contact resistance. Here,
d1 = d2 = 1 mm, σ1 = 10σ2 = 3.69 · 107 S/m.
2.3.2 Case B: d1 < d2
This is the more general case. We can numerically solve the boundary conditions
(2.2a-2.2e) assuming the bulk currents in (2.5) to obtain the remaining fields
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in both conductors and use those remaining fields to find the normalized AC
contact resistance by solving (2.3) and (2.4) using (2.8). Doing so we obtain Rc
as a function of ω in Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Rc vs ω for various parameters. For all cases d1 = 1mm, σ1 =
3.69 · 107 S/m. Dotted lines represent the DC contact resistance for each case.
Dashed lines represent Eq. (2.10) for each case.
There are three distinct regions in Fig. 2.5. For low frequencies the contact
resistance is constant and equal to the DC contact resistance [64]. This is
because the skin depths are large and the slowly oscillatory fields are basically
the uniform DC fields. For high frequencies we observe Rc ∝
√
ω. To see this,
we note that at high frequencies all currents will be limited to the surface of
each conductor because of skin effects. The current profile will resemble Fig.
2.6. The currents along the top of each conductor are the bulk currents and will
not contribute to the contact resistance. The current flowing between points K
and M in Fig. 2.6 will be solely responsible for the dissipating losses that result
in contact resistance. In Appendix Appendix C, Eq. (5.18), we show that, at
very high frequencies,
Rc = 2pi
d2 − d1
δ2
(2.10)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic drawing of the current profile near the channel surface in
each conductor for high frequencies.
Eq. 2.10 shows that Rc ∝
√
ω at high frequencies. For intermediate fre-
quencies the contact resistance transitions between the two asymptotes. (Fig.
2.5)
2.3.3 Case C: d2 − d1  d1, σ1 = σ2 = σ
This case represents a single conductive medium with an uneven joint, as seen
in Fig. 2.7. It may also mimic some local surface roughness.
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Figure 2.7: An uneven joint for a single material for case C, with (d2−d1) d1.
As in case B we can solve for the fields and contact resistance as a function
of frequency. Doing so we obtain Rc as a function of ω as shown in Fig. 2.8.
104 106 108 1010 1012
ω (rad/s)
10−5
10−3
10−1
101
103
R c
d2=1.01d1
d2=1.005d1
d2=1.02d1
Figure 2.8: Rc vs ω for an uneven joint. The dotted line represents the DC
value for contact resistance, while the dashed line represents Eq. (2.10). The
dash-dotted line represents the fitted line Rc = 2.28
(
d2−d1
δ
)2
. Here d1 = 1 mm,
and σ1 = 3.69 · 107 S/m.
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At low frequencies we again obtain a constant value for Rc that is equal
to the DC contact resistance as in cases A and B. For very high frequencies
(δ  d2 − d1  d1) we obtain the frequency dependence described by (2.10),
since the field profiles will look similar to those seen in Fig. 2.6. In this regime,
the skin depth is much less than the “misalignment” or ”roughness”, (d2 − d1).
It is then not surprising that the constriction resistance may far exceed the DC
value, even though this misalignment is only 0.5% of the current channel width.
For intermediate frequencies (d2 − d1  δ  d1) we observe Rc ∝ ω, from the
numerical data (the dash-dotted curves in Fig. 2.8). So far, we were unable
to derive this frequency scaling even though for these intermediate frequencies
the current profile will look like Fig. 2.9. Note that the Rc ∝ ω scaling for the
intermediate frequency regime is also suggested in the lower two curves in Fig.
2.5.
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σ, ǫ, µ σ, ǫ, µ
vacuum
δ δ
d
1 d
2
Figure 2.9: The current profiled for d2 − d1  δ  d1.
2.4 Triple Point
One of the major difficulties when computing the fields is the triple point that
occurs when the two conductors and vacuum all come in contact. The point
(y, z) = (d1, 0) in Fig. 2.1 is one such point, which we shall examine in this
section. Fields on this point diverge, which requires a high number of terms in
our Fourier series to be considered. Specifically, when σ1  σ2 the current tends
to bunch close to the triple point causing solution convergence to be especially
poor. This is observed for the DC case [64] as well for the AC case studied in
this thesis. It is therefore desirable to obtain the nature of the divergence of the
electric fields and subtract it out to obtain fields that converge everywhere. If
this is done successfully, we should be able to obtain fields that converge better
and faster.
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Figure 2.10: The configuration used to obtain the triple point fields.
For this purpose, we consider the general triple point in cylindrical coordi-
nates shown in Fig. 2.10. Three materials that extend arbitrarily in z are all
interfacing on the line r = 0. Each material has unique properties σ and ε, and
occupies an angle θ with θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 2pi. All fields are assumed to have a
e−iωt time dependence. Solving Maxwell’s equations yields the following electric
fields for each material, asymptotically (see Appendix Appendix D).
Ez '
(
aeimφ + be−imφ
)
rm−1 (2.11a)
Ez ' i
(
aeimφ − be−imφ) rm−1 (2.11b)
Note that the above are exact solutions to the Maxwell’s equations for ω = 0.
The triple point in this DC limit was treated by Jordan et al. [86]. For the
boundary conditions to be satisfied across all three interfaces we need to have
identical values for m in each of the three materials. The values of a and b in
each material are unknowns. Furthermore, m is also unknown. We can use the
fact that Er and (σ − iωε)Eφ must be continuous across each boundary to get
a total of six equations. Assuming these equations have a non-trivial solution
for the values of a and b we can obtain the value of m. This tells us how the
fields diverge as r → 0.
Going back to our problem the above can be used to obtain the nature of
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divergence of solutions around the triple point. The value m as a function of
the ratio of conductivities, σ2/σ1 for ω = 0 is plotted in Fig. (2.11), which
confirms that fields diverge at a more rapid pace for σ2  σ1. Checking the
convergence predicted by this theory against the solutions obtained in previous
chapters we observe that indeed rm−1 is the divergence rate close to the triple
point as expected.
Figure 2.11: m as a function of σ2/σ1 for ω = 0, for the triple point (y, z) =
(d1, 0) in Fig. 2.1 with d2 = 3d1
Implementing the above to help solve our problem is another challenge. Do-
ing so for the DC case is much easier for two reasons. First, as mentioned earlier,
(2.11) is the exact solution to Maxwell’s equations and so the triple point fields
will satisfy boundary conditions for all r. Second, the exact triple point fields
for the AC case are exponentially growing as r increases (see Appendix Ap-
pendix D). It is for these reasons that we were able to implement the triple
point for the DC case but not as conveniently for the AC case. In Fig. 2.12
we see the solution obtained using our previous numerical method as well as
the results obtained when using the triple point method. Note that the previ-
ous numerical method uses ten times more terms per series expansion and took
about 400 times longer to compute, showing the potential improvements that
implementing the triple point solutions can have. There are however drawbacks
to this method as well. The resulting fields are expressed as a combination of
functions in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates and therefore the energy dis-
sipation is harder to compute. Also, the triple point fields diverge exponentially
as r increases in the AC case, so they can only be considered close to the triple
point introducing additional boundaries. The AC triple point deserves further
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analysis.
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Figure 2.12: Ey as a function of y/d1 in the DC limit for the triple point
in Fig. 2.1 with d1 = 1 mm, d2 = 3 mm, σ1 = 3.69 · 107 S/m and σ2 =
3.69 · 106 S/m. The blue (original) calculation simply solves for the fields by
matching all boundary conditions across each boundary, while the orange (triple
point) calculation implements the triple point fields and only needs to solve for
finite fields everywhere.
2.5 Low Frequency Capacitive Effects
This section gives a rudimentary consideration of the low frequency capacitive
effects on contact resistance, via an example in field effect transistor. When
transitioning from DC to low frequency electromagnetic fields begin to oscillate
without any skin effects being present. When considering an interface between
two materials with imperfect contact there will be enhanced heating that occurs
because of the current crowding to pass through the physical contacts, which
can characterized by contact resistivity ρc, in Ω ·m2. The gaps present between
the two materials can act as capacitors, whose capacitance can be calculated as:
C = pε0
A
d
(2.12)
where p is the fraction of the interface that consists of gaps, A is the area of
the interface and d is the average gap distance. This capacitance will act in
parallel to the contact resistance, which will decrease the effective impedance of
the contact under AC.
Z =
1
1
Rc
− iωC (2.13)
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Combining Eq. (2.12) and (2.13) we obtain the modified AC contact resistivity,
from its DC value ρc:
ρc,AC = Re(Z)A =
ρc
1 +
(
ρcε0pω
d
)2 (2.14)
This can be used in conjunction with known contact resistivities to obtain the
modified AC contact resistivity. As an example in field effect transistor [87],
consider the resistance of FinFETs which typically operated in the 1− 10 GHz
range. Using the contact resistivity [87] reported ρc = 2 nΩ · cm2, p = 0.5
assuming half the interface consists of gaps and d = (lCu + lSi)/2 where lCu =
265 pm is the nearest atom distance of Copper and lSi = 235 pm is the nearest
atom distance of Silicon. We obtain the modified AC contact resistivity as
a function of frequency, seen in Fig. 2.13. The reduction of the AC contact
resistivity at high frequencies shown in Fig. 2.13 is due to the increase in the
displacement current in providing current transport across the contact. The
displacement current density (-iω0E) is always 90 degrees out of phase with
the local electric field E and, therefore, it does not dissipate any ohmic power.
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Figure 2.13: Predicted modified AC contact resistivity as a function of frequency
for the parameters found in [87].
2.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we analyze the contact resistance in two Cartesian current
channels of dissimilar materials and different widths, under the AC condition
as shown in Fig. 2.1. Because of skin effects even the bulk current densities
are different from the DC case, leading to different expressions for the bulk
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resistances (Eq. (2.8)) than for the DC case (Eq. (2.1)). Assuming σ  εω
we can ignore currents flowing into conductor-vacuum interfaces, thereby sim-
plifying the problem considerably. Three different cases were studied to obtain
scaling laws for contact resistance as a function of frequency. For equal channel
widths, d1 = d2, the low frequency limit always yields a zero contact resistance,
which rises to a nonzero, constant value when the frequency is increased to a
sufficiently high level. In this transition, negative contact resistance was ob-
served, and interpreted as the total resistance shown in Fig. 2.1 being less than
the total bulk resistance of the individual channels. In the general case where
d1 6= d2, we obtain the DC contact resistance at low frequencies but find the
normalized contact resistance Rc ∝ ω1/2 at very high frequencies. For a slightly
uneven joint, d2 − d1  d1, σ1 = σ2 we obtain the DC contact resistance at
low frequencies, Rc ∝ ω at intermediate frequencies, and Rc ∝ ω1/2 at high
frequencies. The contact resistance is significantly more difficult to compute if
we relax the assumption σ  εω.
When we are able to unambiguously define the AC contact resistance, by
considering the ohmic power loss, the derived contact resistance may then be
considered as a lumped circuit parameter. As of this writing, we were unable to
find suitable and unambiguous definitions for the other lumped circuit parame-
ters, the inductance and capacitance, for the current channel shown in Fig. 2.1,
even under the assumption σ  εω.
In Fig. 2.1, the point (y, z) = (d1, 0) is a “triple point”, the intersection of
two different materials with vacuum [86]. We have examined in some details the
AC solutions at this triple point. This problem is of practical and computational
interest, but is worth a future investigation.
Once more, if the conductivity σ is so small (like a semiconductor) or ω is so
high (like submillimeter waves) that the simplifying assumption σ  εω is no
longer valid, the contact resistance calculation will become very difficult. For
one thing, the radiative loss, which is negligible in this chapter, may need to be
accounted for in the consideration of total power balance.
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Chapter 3. Effects of Temperature Dependence
of Electrical and Thermal Conductivities on the
Joule Heating of a One Dimensional Conductor
In this chapter, we evaluate the effects of temperature dependence of the elec-
trical and thermal conductivities on the Joule heating of a one-dimensional
conductor, by solving the coupled non-linear steady state electrical and thermal
conduction equations. Section 3.1 provides the formulation of our simple theory.
Results and discussions are given in Section 3.2, where we have analyzed four
cases: 1) a constant electrical conductivity paired with a thermal conductivity
that depends linearly on temperature, 2) linear temperature dependence of both
electrical and thermal conductivities, 3) the Wiedemann–Franz law, and 4) re-
alistic examples for carbon nanotube fibers and copper. A comparison of this
theory and experiments is given in Section 3.3. A summary and suggestions for
future research are given in Section 3.4.
3.1 Formulation
Consider a one-dimensional (1D) conductor of length L, which is held at tem-
peratures T1 and T2 at its ends, and across which a voltage of V0 is applied.
Without loss of generality we assume T1 ≤ T2. The steady state heat conduction
and electrical current continuity equations are, respectively,
d
dz
(
κ(T )
d
dz
T (z)
)
+ σ(T )
(
d
dz
V (z)
)2
= 0 (3.1)
d
dz
(
σ(T )
d
dz
V (z)
)
= 0 (3.2)
where κ(T ) and σ(T ) are the temperature-dependent thermal and electrical
conductivity, respectively, and V(z) is the potential, T(z) is the temperature
and z is the location along the 1D conductor. Eq. (3.1) is the 1D version of the
heat conduction equation ∇ · (κ∇T ) = −J ·E and Eq. (3.2) is the continuity
equation ∇ · J = 0, where J = σE = −σ∇V has been used. Equations (3.1)
and (3.2) are solved with the following boundary conditions,
T (z = 0) = T1 (3.3a)
T (z = L) = T2 (3.3b)
φ(z = 0) = 0 (3.3c)
φ(z = L) = V0 (3.3d)
Combining Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3c) and (3.3d), we have
d
dz
(
κ(T )
dT
dz
)
+
J2c
σ(T )
= 0 (3.4)
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where Jc = σdV/dz = constant is the current density in the conductor, which
satisfies
∫ L
0
(Jc/σ) dz = V0.
For simplicity, we introduce the normalizations, z = z/L, T = (T − T1)/T0,
with T0 = T1 if T1 = T2, and T0 = T2 − T1 if T1 6= T2, V = V/V0, κ(T ) =
κ(T )/κ0, σ(T ) = σ(T )/σ0, α = σ0V
2
0 /κ0T0, J0 = σ0V0/L, and Jc = Jc/J0. κ0
and σ0 are constants to be defined individually below in Section 3.2, where we
treat different models. Equation (3.4) becomes
d
dz
(
κ
dT
dz
)
= −αJc
2
σ
(3.5)
where Jc
∫ 1
0
dz/σ = 1, and the boundary conditions (Eqs. 3.3a and 3.3b) are,
T (z = 0) = 0 (3.6a)
T (z = 1) =
{
0, if T1 = T2
1, if T1 6= T2
(3.6b)
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are solved to give the steady-state solution for the
coupled electrical-thermal conduction. In principle, they can be solved numeri-
cally for arbitrary temperature dependence of electrical conductivity σ(T ) and
thermal conductivity κ(T ). However, the parametric dependencies of the solu-
tion are difficult to determine from such purely numerical calculations. Thus,
we focus on several special cases that can be of practical importance.
3.2 Results and Discussion
We consider four (4) cases in this section. (1) σ is a constant and κ is a linear
function of T . (2) Both σ and κ are linear functions of T . (3) σ and κ are
governed by the Wiedemann-Franz law. (4) σ and κ are taken from empirical
data of carbon nanotube experiments.
3.2.1 Case 1: Constant electrical conductivity, and linear tempera-
ture dependent thermal conductivity
For the special case of constant electrical conductivity, σ = σ0, and linear
temperature dependence of thermal conductivity, κ = κ0 + κ
′(T − T1), we have
σ = 1, and κ = 1 + ηT , with η = κ′T0/κ0. This case can be solved analytically
from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), which gives
T (z) =
−1 +√αηz(1− z) + 1
η
, if T1 = T2 (3.7a)
T (z) =
−1 +
√
−ηαz2 + η(α+ η + 2)z + 1
η
, if T1 6= T2 (3.7b)
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For the case of T1 = T2 the temperature distribution along the 1D conductor
from Eq. (3.7) is plotted in Fig. 3.1a, for various values of α and η. The
maximum temperature Tmax is
Tmax =
−1 +√αη/4 + 1
η
, if T1 = T2 (3.8)
which always occurs at the center of the 1D conductor zmax = 0.5, as seen in
Fig. 3.1a. However, it is important to note that the solution in Eq. (3.7a)
becomes unphysical when αη < −4. This happens when T becomes such that
κ ≤ 0 at some location (e.g. zmax) of the 1D conductor. We note that the
absence of a steady state solution may or may not indicate thermal runaway
[88].
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Figure 3.1: Steady state solution T (z) for (a) T1 = T2 from Eq. (3.7a) and (b)
T1 6= T2 from Eq. (3.7b) for various values of α and η.
For the case of T1 6= T2, the temperature distribution along the 1D conductor
from Eq. (3.7b) is plotted in Fig. 3.1b, for various values of α and η. When
T1 6= T2, the maximum temperature is found from Eq. (3.7b) to be,
Tmax =
{−1+√η(α+η+2)2/(4α)+1
η , if η + 2 < |α| and T1 6= T2
1, if η + 2 ≥ |α| and T1 < T2
(3.9)
which occurs at zmax = (α + η + 2)/α when α(η + 2) < α
2, and at zmax = 1
otherwise. In the last case, the temperature range along the 1D conductor is
bounded by the temperature at two ends, [T1, T2].
For T1 6= T2, the conditions for the existence of physical steady-state solution
in Eq. (3.7b) are
a ≤ − (η + 2)
2
η
, if − 1 ≤ η < 0 (3.10)
a ≥ − (η + 2)
2
η
, if η > 0 (3.11)
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These conditions are plotted in Fig. 3.2; within the bounds shown it is ensured
that κ > 0 for all points along the 1D conductor. Note that in the limit of η → 0,
the RHS of Eq. (3.11) becomes −(η + 2)2/η → −4/η, which is the bound for
the case of T1 = T2 (2nd sentence after Eq. (3.8)). This is expected since η → 0
indicates T0 = T2 − T1 → 0, thus the solution asymptotically approaches that
of T1 = T2. In the opposite limit of η → ∞, −(η + 2)2/η → −η, the bound
approaches α ≥ −η asymptotically.
Note that as long as the electrical conductivity is a constant, σ = 1, the
current Jc = 1 is independent of the temperature in the conductor.
Figure 3.2: Bounds for the existence of steady-state solution for case 1 with
T1 6= T2.
3.2.2 Case 2: Linear temperature dependent of both electrical and
thermal conductivities
In this case, we assume both electrical and thermal conductivities have linear
temperature dependence,σ = σ0 + σ
′(T − T1) and κ = κ0 + κ′(T − T1). After
normalization, we have σ = 1 + ξT , and κ = 1 + ηT , with ξ = σ′T0/σ0, and
η = κ′T0/κ0. Since analytical treatments are no longer available, Eqs. (3.5)
and (3.6) are solved numerically.
As in Case 1, there exist bounds beyond which there is no steady state
solution for Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). These bounds are found numerically by
scanning α and η for a given ξ. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3 for different
values of ξ, for both T1 = T2 and T1 6= T2. Note that now solutions do not
exist when either κ < 0 or σ < 0. However, we limit the range of our numerical
calculation to only track down the lack of solutions because of κ < 0 only, in
order to compare the shifts of the bounds with respect to those in Case 1. As
seen in Fig. 3.3, the lower bounds experience an upper left (lower right) shift
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for increasing (decreasing) value of ξ for both T1 = T2 and T1 6= T2, whereas the
upper bounds (which only exist for the case T1 6= T2) experience an upper right
shift. That is, all the bounds shift towards α = 0 as ξ increases. As we shall
see later (Fig. 3.5), increasing ξ will increase the maximum temperatures in
the conductor, thus |α| has to be reduced in order to decrease the rate of Joule
heating (see Eq. (3.5)) to ensure existence of a steady state solution. Note that
the bounds for ξ = 0 in Fig. 3.3b are identical to those in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: Bounds for the existence of steady-state solution for case 2 with (a)
T1 = T2, and with (b) T1 6= T2, for various values of ξ.
The temperature distribution along the 1D conductor calculated from Eqs.
(3.5) and (3.6) is shown in Figs. 3.4a and 3.4b, for various values of α and ξ
with η = 0. As ξ increases, the maximum temperature increases. For T1 = T2,
the maximum temperature always occurs at the center of the conductor z = 0.5.
For T1 6= T2, the position where maximum temperature occurs shifts towards
z = 0.5 as ξ increases. (See Fig. 3.5 and 3.6 for further details on these
quantities.) The current Jc is plotted as a function of ξ, for various values of α
in Figs. 3.4c and 3.4d. The value of Jc increases with ξ. For ξ > 0, Jc increases
as α increases, whereas for ξ < 0, Jc decreases as α increases.
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Figure 3.4: Steady state solution T (z) obtained from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) for
(a) T1 = T2, and (b) T1 6= T2, for various values of α and ξ for η = 0. The
corresponding current Jc as a function of ξ for (c) T1 = T2, and (d) T1 6= T2.
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Figure 3.5: Maximum temperature Tmax for various values of α and ξ = 0 (left)
and for various values of ξ and α = 3 (right). Both the cases T1 = T2 (top) and
T1 6= T2 (bottom) were plotted. The lines in (a) and (c) are from Eqs. (3.8)
and (3.9), respectively.
The maximum temperature Tmax is calculated numerically for different val-
ues of α, η, and ξ, as shown in Fig. 3.5. In all cases we can see that Tmax
decreases as η increases, this is because the increasing thermal conductivity κ
will make the generated heat conducted away more easily. Tmax increases as α
increases, since the rate of heating increases with α (see Eq. (3.5)). It is also
clear that Tmax increases as ξ increases, since the current (thus the power) will
increase in the conductor because of larger electrical conductivity σ, at a fixed
applied voltage V0. Note that for the special case of ξ = 0, the numerical calcu-
lations in Figs. 3.5a and 3.5c give almost identical results obtained analytically
from Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9).
For T1 = T2, the maximum temperature always occurs at zmax = 0.5, be-
cause of symmetry. For T1 6= T2 we plot zmax vs η in Fig. 3.6. It is apparent
that zmax is located in the region of 0 ≤ zmax < 0.5 when α < 0 (i.e. T1 > T2),
and within 0.5 < zmax ≤ 1 when α > 0 (i.e. T1 < T2). zmax becomes closer
to 0.5 (the center) as |α| increases. Also, zmax becomes closer to 0.5 when ei-
ther η decreases, or ξ increases. For the special case ξ = 0, the numerically
obtained zmax give almost identical results from the analytical solution, where
zmax( 6= 0, 1) is a linear function of η.
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Figure 3.6: Location of maximum temperature for various values of α and ξ = 0
(left) and for various values of ξ and α = 3 (right) for T1 6= T2. The lines in (a)
are from analytical calculation.
3.2.3 Case 3: Wiedemann–Franz law
The Wiedemann–Franz (WF) law [89, 90] is a relation between the thermal and
electrical conductivity of metals of the form
κ
σ
= lT (3.12)
where l ≈ .44 × 10−8WΩK−2 is the Lorenz number. The Wiedmann-Franz
law holds for metal conductors when free electrons are responsible for current
flow. In such conductors κ is proportional to the average electron speed, v as
temperature is dissipated mostly through electron collisions. Additionally σ is
inversely proportional to v since electrons collisions slow electrons down and
therefore limit the current. This implies κ/σ ∝ v2 ∝ T . For simplicity, we
consider only the special case of T1 = T2 with linear temperature dependence of
electrical conductivity, σ = 1 + ξT (This does not contradict the previous claim
that σ ∝ v ∝ √T for small temperature ranges where √T ' √T0(1 + (T −
T0)/2T0)). Using the same normalization as in Section 3.1, Eq. (3.12) becomes,
κ = (1 + T )σ (3.13)
where we have used κ0/σ0 = lT1 and the normalization T = (T − T1)/T1, with
α = V 20 /lT
2
1 . Using Eq. (3.13), Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) may be solved numerically.
The temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 3.7a, for various values of α and
ξ. It is notable that changes the value of ξ does not change the temperature
profile significantly or the maximum temperature. The constant current Jc is
plotted as a function of ξ, for various values of α in Fig. 3.7b. The behavior of
Jc is similar to Case 2 with linear temperature dependence of σ and κ, as σ is
modeled the same way and the temperature profile does not vary significantly.
Fig. 8 shows the maximum temperature does not depend on ξ but only on
α. If the WF law holds, it is possible to find an analytical solution for the
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maximum temperature (See Appendix Appendix E),
Tmax =
√
1 +
α
4
− 1 (3.14)
which is independent of σ(T ) and κ(T ), confirming our numerical data in Fig.
3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Steady state solution (a) T (z), and (b) Jc obtained from Eqs. (3.5)
and (3.6) for T1 = T2 with the Wiedmann-Franz law assumed.
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Figure 3.8: The maximum temperature (a) as a function of ξ for various values
of α; (b) as a function of α for various values of ξ. Solid lines are for numerical
calculation from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), dashed line is for analytical solution, Eq.
(3.14).
3.2.4 Case 4: Realistic experimental data for carbon nanotube fibers
and copper
We apply our theory to two examples, carbon nanotube fibers (CNFs) and
copper, with realistic temperature dependent electrical conductivity σ(T ) and
thermal conductivity κ(T ) taken from experimental measurements. For CNFs,
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we use σ(T ) and κ(T ) from Fig. 3 of [12](samples A, B, and C). The data is
polynomial interpolated, as shown in Figs. 3.9a and 3.9b. We then solve Eqs.
(3.5) and (3.6) numerically. We assume the length of the CNFs is L = 1 µm.
First, for T1 = T2 = 360 K, we calculate the maximum temperature Tmax as
a function of the applied voltage V0, as shown in Fig. 3.9c. We next calculate
Tmax for various T2, for a fixed bias voltage of V0 = 0.63 V and T1 = 360 K, as
shown in Fig. 3.9d. The results are compared with those obtained for constant
electrical and thermal conductivities, σ(T ) = σ0 = σ(T = 360 K), and κ(T ) =
κ0 = κ(T = 360 K). The constant σ and κ approximation is fairly close to
the actual data, for samples B and C, but not for sample A. This is because
both electrical and thermal conductivities are close to constant for cases B and
C in Figs. 3.9a and 3.9b. For sample A, σ increases and κ decreases with
temperature T . As a result, the rate of Joule heating would increase faster
than that of thermal conduction, resulting in a larger Tmax in the conductor
than that with constant conductivities. Noticeably, among the three samples,
sample A had the weakest nanotube fiber alignment, the least emission current,
the largest turn on voltage for field emission, and the smallest field enhancement
factor [12].
For copper, we assume that the WF law holds. As discussed in Case 3 above,
Tmax can be found without knowing the detailed temperature of σ(T ) and κ(T ).
For T1 = T2 = 300 K, the temperature of the electrical conductivity of copper
[91] gives ξ = −0.58. Figure 3.10a shows the resulting maximum temperature
Tmax as a function of the applied voltage V0, for T1 = T2 = 300 K. Figure 3.10b
shows Tmax as a function of T2, for a fixed bias voltage of V0 = 0.63 V and
T1 = 300 K.
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Figure 3.9: Carbon nanotube fibers (CNFs). (a) Thermal conductivity κ(T )
and (b) electrical conductivity σ(T ) taken from samples A-C in Fig. 3 of Ref.
[12]. Lines in (a) and (b) are polynomial fits to the data points. (c) Tmax
as a function of V0, for T1 = T2 = 360 K. (d) Tmax as a function of T2, for
V0 = 0.63 V and T1 = 360 K. In (c) and (d), we assume L = 1 µm, solid lines
are for numerical calculation using κ(T ) and σ(T ) in (a) and (b), and dashed
lines are for the constant approximation conductivities, σ(T ) = σ(T = 360 K),
and κ(T ) = κ(T = 360 K).
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Figure 3.10: Copper with WF law. (a) Tmax as a function of V0, for T1 = T2 =
300 K. (b) Tmax as a function of T2, for V0 = 0.63 V and T1 = 300 K. L = 1 µm
is assumed in the calculations.
3.3 Comparison of Theory and Experimental Results
While no experimental work was done as part of this research an experiment has
used this theory to predict maximum temperatures of carbon nanotube (CNT)
fibers during field emission [51]. The experiment was performed at the Air
Force Research Laboratory. In this experiment a straight and a looped CNT
fiber were attached to a cathode and biased to achieve an emission current of
3 mA in an attempt to explain differences in their operation. Thermal images
were captured to obtain the maximum temperature of each as well as the po-
sition where this emission was achieved (Fig 3.11). Furthermore, the thermal
and electrical conductivities were measured and a prediction was made for the
maximum temperature and its position along the wire while assuming constant
κ and σ, as well as while assuming constant σ and a linear dependence of κ(T ).
Finally, numerical results were obtained assuming a linear dependence for σ(T )
and a polynomial fit for κ(T ). The results are presented on Table 1, which is
taken directly from [51].
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Figure 3.11: Optical image of the (a) looped CNT fiber and (b) single vertical
CNT fiber. Temperature distribution of the (c) looped CNT fiber and (d)
vertical CNT fiber, obtained from an IR camera. From [51]
Table 3.1: Comparison of the measured maximum temperature and its location
for both the vertical and looped fiber emitters, with this theory under various
assumptions. From Ref. [51]
Assuming constant σ and κ gives bulk-part estimates for both Tmax and zmax
(the position where the maximum temperature occurred) but using a linear
fit for κ(T ) reduces the error of predicted temperature by up to 10% while
reducing the error in the position where the maximum temperature occurred by
up to 16%. This comparison demonstrates the applicability of the 1D analysis
presented in this chapter, and the relative merits in various models of κ(T ) and
σ(T ).
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluate the effects of temperature dependence of the elec-
trical and thermal conductivities on the Joule heating of a one-dimensional
conductor, by solving the coupled non-linear steady state electrical and ther-
mal conduction equations. We found that there are conditions under which no
steady state solution exists. In the special case of constant electrical conduc-
tivity and linear temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity, we have
obtained explicit expressions for the bounds of existence of solutions. The shift-
ing of these bounds due to the introduction of linear temperature dependence
of electrical conductivity is also examined. The temperature distribution, the
maximum temperature and its location within the conductor are examined for
various temperatures imposed at the ends of the 1D conductor. Sample calcu-
lations for carbon nanotube fibers and copper are demonstrated and the theory
has been favorably compared with experiments. We note that the absence of
a steady state solution may indicate the occurrence of thermal runaway. This
may be a topic for future research. Additional topics include the stability of
the steady state and the effects of thermal insulation (zero heat flux boundary
condition) imposed on one end of the sample.
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Chapter 4. Absolute instability and transient
growth near the band edges of a traveling wave
tube
This chapter is dedicated to exploring the absolute instability near the upper
and lower band edges of the amplification band. While section 1.3 gave an
overview of absolute instability, section 4.1 further defines the scope of our
investigations. Section 4.2 presents the model, and the stability criterion for
the onset of absolute instability at the lower and upper band edges, A and B
(Fig. 4.1). There we show that the upper band edge is more susceptible to
absolute instability than the lower band edge. Section 4.3 presents the Green’s
function constructed from the dispersion relation. Its asymptotic form shows the
transition from transient exponentiation at fractional power of time to simple
exponential growth (to decay) when the band edge is (is not) subject to an
absolute instability. Section 4.4 presents concluding remarks. The details of the
derivations are given in Appendix Appendix F.
4.1 Introduction
The circuit mode of a coupled cavity TWT is shown in Fig. 4.1, whose lower
or the upper band edge are respectively labeled as Points A and B. The beam
mode, ω = kv, intersects with the circuit mode in a forward wave amplifier at the
operating point Q, which lies between A and B. Potential excitation of absolute
instability at band edges A and B for such a forward wave amplifier have been
studied by Kuznetsov et al. [69], and by Hung et al. [70] using the Briggs-
Bers criterion [74, 75]. Both papers reported that, for an operating point Q, an
absolute instability can occur at the upper band edge, but not the lower band
edge. Since the lower band edge was (erroneously, as we discovered in this thesis)
perceived as to be free of absolute instability, we attempted to assess the possible
transient growth at the lower band edge. In this re-examination of the lower
band edge, we discovered that the lower band edge does suffer from absolute
instability when the beam current is sufficiently high, contrary to the earlier
findings. This chapter reports this revised study. In addition, we present the
newly derived stability criterion for the onset of absolute instability at both band
edges, from which we conclude that the upper band edge is more susceptible to
absolute instability than the lower band edge. We also show transient temporal
growths with exponentiation rate proportional to t1/3, whether or not the band
edge is subject to an absolute instability.
Transient growth at a fractional power of time is an interesting character-
istic at the band edges, a possibility suggested by Hung et al. [70]. A zero
group velocity at the band edge means that, electromagnetically, a unit in a
periodic structure is isolated from its neighbor. Information is carried only by
the beam. This is precisely the condition in the formulation of the cumulative
beam breakup instability, originally studied by Panofsky and Bander for RF
linacs [92], which was extended to high current induction accelerators by Hall,
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Neil and Cooper [93], and to linear colliders by Chao, Richter, and Yao [94]. All
of these authors found fractional power of growth in time, and their main results
may all be recovered in a unified analysis by assuming a zero group velocity in
the structure mode in a mode-coupling analysis [95]. Note that instability whose
amplitude exponentiates at a fractional power of time (at a fixed position) is
not covered by the Briggs-Bers criterion [74, 75], which only governs existence
of instability that exponentiates as a linear function of time. Thus our study
provides a first demonstration of transition from exponential growth at frac-
tional power of time to simple exponential growth when the band edge suffers
from absolute instability, and from exponential growth at fractional power of
time to stabilization when the band edge is free from absolute instability. In
fact, it is this interesting transition, not covered by the Briggs-Bers criterion,
that prompted our re-examination of the band edge oscillations in the first place
[71].
0 1 2
kL/pi
ωL
ωU
A
BQ
v
Circuit
Mode
Beam Mode
ω= kv
ω
Figure 4.1: The dispersion diagram of a coupled cavity TWT, showing the lower
band edge (A), the upper band edge (B), and the operating point (Q) at which
the beam mode intersects with the circuit mode. kL is the phase shift per
period, L is the period of the slow wave structure, and v is the DC velocity of
the electron beam.
We should stress that the effects of end reflections are ignored in this chapter.
That is, we assumed that the system is infinitely long, as in the Briggs-Bers
criterion. This is a serious limitation for TWT stability analysis because the
circuits are poorly matched at a band edge.
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4.2 Existence of Absolute Instability
For interactions sufficiently close to the band edges, either at A or at B (Fig 4.1),
the circuit mode dispersion relation can be well approximated as a hyperbola in
the ω−k plane in the vicinity of A or B (Fig. 4.1). For a wave-like perturbation
of the form eiωt−ikz, the hot tube dispersion relation, near A or B, may then be
represented as [67, 68, 70]
D(ω, k) ≡ (ω−kv)2 [(ω − ωm)2 + 2∆(ω − ωm)− r2(k − km)2]−ω4mε = 0 (4.1)
where (ω, k) = (ωm, km) designates the band edge A or B, r and ∆ are fitting
parameters for the circuit mode dispersion relation at A or B, and ε is the
dimensionless coupling constant between the beam mode (ω = kv) and the
circuit mode which is represented by the square bracket of Eq. (4.1). The
coupling constant ε is proportional to the DC beam current in the classical
theory of TWT [67, 68, 70]. Note that in [70] ωm is defined as the focus of the
hyperbola (see Fig. 4.2) that represents the circuit mode; this focus is ωm −∆
in the present chapter. For the lower (upper) band edge A (B), both ∆ and
ε are positive (negative) [70]. It remains finite at the band edges in a careful
analysis. Away from the band edges, its magnitude is approximately equal to
2C3, where C is Pierce’s gain parameter in a TWT [66–68]. We next applied
the Briggs-Bers criterion [74, 75] to the dispersion relation, Eq. (4.1). With
ω = ωm(1 + y), k = km(1 + x), Eq. (4.1) is non-dimensionalized to read,
D(x, y) ≡ (y − ux+ 1− u)2(y2 + 2δy − ρ2x2)− ε = 0 (4.2)
where (ω, k) is now represented by (y, x) in normalized form, u = kmv/ωm, δ =
∆/ωm, and ρ = km/ωm The beam mode and the circuit modes are shown in Fig.
4.2a for the lower band edge, and in Fig. 4.2b for the upper band edge. In these
plots, and in the numerical examples below, we used the parameters in Hung
et al. [70]. For the lower band edge, ∆/2pi = 7.365 GHz, r = 8.6973 · 109 m/s,
km = 1.78mm
−1, ωm/2pi = 24.24 GHz. For the upper band edge, ∆/2pi =
−7.365 GHz, r = 8.6973 · 109 m/s, km = 3.560 mm−1, ωm/2pi = 36.96 GHz.
These parameters model a realistic coupled-cavity TWT.
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Figure 4.2: Normalized dispersion relation for circuit mode and beam mode at
different beam velocities for (a) left, lower band edge A, and (b) right, upper
band edge B. The hyperbola representing the circuit mode is concave (convex)
at the lower (upper) band edge
To apply the Briggs-Bers criterion on the existence of absolute instability,
we first solve the system [74, 75]
D(x, y) = 0 (4.3a)
∂D
∂x
= 0 (4.3b)
which will yield eight pairs of solutions (xs, ys). xs is guaranteed to be a double
root (or higher order root) of D(x, y) = 0 for y = ys. Such a double root (or
higher order root) implies absolute instability if:
• ys has a negative imaginary component, and
• Taking the imaginary component of y from ys to minus infinity, at least a
pair of x such as D(x, y) = 0 splits from the double (or multiple) root xs
to opposite imaginary infinities.
Specifically, the absolutely unstable solutions will have a normalized growth
rate of Im(ys). We apply numerical methods to check the Briggs-Bers criterion
and then analytically find the threshold value of ε for the onset of absolute
instability. The details of the derivation are given in Appendix Appendix F.
We summarize the results below. We confirmed the well-known result that
absolute instability always occurs when the beam and circuit modes intersect
at a negative group velocity point (kL/pi /∈ [1, 2] for the example in Fig. 4.1)
for all nonzero beam current, and these absolute instabilities have been known
as backward wave oscillations [66, 72, 96]. For interactions with positive group
velocity (kL/pi ∈ (1, 2)) absolute instability is found for both the upper and the
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lower band edges. The normalized threshold current is analytically calculated
as (see Appendix Appendix F)
εlower =
(
u((1− u)2 − 2∆(1− u))
2ρ
)2
(4.4)
for the lower band edge, and as
εupper = −27/256κ4u2ρ2 (4.5a)
κ =
−8u(∆ + u− 1) + 2√16∆2u2 − 2ρ2((u− 1)2 + 2∆(u− 1)
8u2 + ρ2
(4.5b)
for the upper band edge. Figure 4.3 shows that the threshold ε for the upper
band edge is orders of magnitude smaller than it is for the lower band edge, for
similar deviation of the operating point, Q, from points A and B in Fig. 4.1.
This implies that the upper band edge is significantly more prone to absolute
instability than the lower band edge. While the dispersion relation (Eq. (4.1))
for the upper and lower band edges are normalized differently, for the same
current, the value of ε typically differs only by a factor of order unity between
the lower and upper band edge.
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Figure 4.3: Threshold values of ε for lower band edge (v < ωm/km) and upper
band edge (v > ωm/km). The phase velocity of the circuit mode at either band
edge is ωm/km.
4.3 Temporal Evolution of Green’s Function
When the TWT is not subjected to an absolute instability, an initial pertur-
bation may still undergo transient growth (at a fixed position z) before the
perturbation is convected away. There will also be transient growth in the
perturbations before simple exponential growth when an absolute instability is
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present. The Green’s function, which is the response to an impulse excitation
at t = 0, and z = 0, would show both properties [74, 75]. From the dispersion
relation, Eq. (4.1), the Green’s function may be constructed [74, 75, 92, 95]
G(z, t) =
∫
dω
∫
dk
ei(ωt−kz)
D(ω, k)
∝
∫
dω ei(ωt−k(ω)z (4.6)
where k(ω) is the solution to D(ω, k) = 0. In the evaluation of the Green’s
function, Eq. (4.6), it is found that the dominant term in the exponents of
the asymptotic expansion of the last integral of Eq. (4.6) gives an adequate
approximation for the temporal evolution, including exponentiation at fractional
power of t [92, 95, 97]. Thus, we use the saddle point method, and approximate
Eq. (4.6) as,
G(z, t) ∝ ei(ωst−ksz) (4.7)
where (ωs, ks) is the meaningful root that satisfies
D(ωs, ks) = 0 (4.8a)(
∂D
∂ω
+
t
z
∂D
∂k
)∣∣∣∣
ωs,ks
= 0 (4.8b)
We express the magnitude of Eq. (4.7) in exponential form, exp[kzf(T )], where
T = (ωmt)/(kmz). Figure 4.4a shows the time dependence of f(T ) for the lower
band edge when it is stable, marginally stable, and unstable against absolute
instability. In all three cases, f(T ) ∝ T 1/3, transiently for small T (Fig. 4.4a).
The same is true in the upper band edge, as shown in Fig. 4.4b. When absolute
instability exists, both Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b show that f(t) transitions from
f(T ) ∝ T 1/3 to f(T ) ∝ T for large T . Note that these explicit calculations
of the Green’s function validated the stability criterion, Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5).
Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the transition from the transient exponentiation at
fractional power of t (at fixed z) to simple exponential growth when there is
an absolute instability in the sense of Briggs and Bers. When the TWT is not
subjected to an absolute instability, an initial perturbation may still undergo
transient growth (at a fixed position z) before the perturbation is convected
away, as also shown in Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b.
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Figure 4.4: f(T) for (a) left, the lower band edge with v = 0.99ωm/km (b) right,
upper band edge with v = 1.01ωm/km. Note that ε is roughly 2C
3, where C is
the gain parameter. A comparison of ε at marginal stability between the two
shows that the upper band edge is more susceptible to absolute instability than
the lower band edge.
Alternatively, we can express Eq. (4.7) in exponential form, exp[ωmt g(Z)],
where Z = (kmz)/(ωmt) and g(Z) is shown in Fig. 4.5. As seen from Figs.
4.5a and 4.5b, g(Z) will have very similar shapes for unstable and stable cases,
and for both lower and upper band edge. These two figures essentially give the
spatial distribution of the logarithm of the Green’s function as given by Eq.
(4.7), from the beam head (Z = 1, or z/t = ωm/km ' v) to the beam tail (Z
= 0) in a continuous beam. The key difference between stability and instability
lies close to Z = 0, i.e., as t → ∞. Thus, the cases where g(0) > 0 correspond
to absolute instability whereas the cases where g(Z) ≤ 0 for some Z < Z0
correspond to absence of absolute instability. Note that the lower band edge
has larger exponents in the Green’s function; it is caused by the much higher
values of ε that are required to excite an absolute instability.
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Figure 4.5: g(Z) for three cases according to Briggs-Bers criterion: unstable,
marginally stable, and stable. (a) left, the lower band edge with v = 0.99ωm/km
and (b) right, the upper band edge with v = 1.01ωm/km.
4.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we show that the Green’s function, at a fixed position z, ex-
ponentiates transiently at a rate proportional to t1/3, when the beam mode
intersects the circuit mode at a point very close to the band edge, regardless
of whether there is an absolute instability or not. This statement applies to
both upper and lower band edge, and the transient growth will turn into simple
exponential growth if there is an absolute instability, but will decay in time if
absolute instability is absent. This may be understood as follows. Very close
to the band edge, the dispersion relation for the circuit mode behaves like a
straight line, ω − ωm = 0, i.e., it has zero group velocity, and the beam-circuit
interaction may then be described by, when written in the form of Ref. [95],
D(ω, k) ≡ (ω − kv)2(ω2 − ω2m)− ω4mε = 0 (4.9)
whose Green’s function indeed exponentiates as t1/3, first discovered by Panof-
sky and Bander [92]. If one still assumes operation very close to the band edge,
so that the assumption of zero group velocity still holds (i.e., ω − ωm = 0), but
includes the ”space charge effects” in the beam mode, Eq. (4.9) is modified to
read [67, 68],
D(ω, k) ≡ ((ω − kv)2 − ω2q) (ω2 − ω2m)− ω4mε = 0 (4.10)
In Eq. (4.10), ω2q is the square of plasma frequency that includes the plasma
reduction factor, and it represents the space charge effect, QC, in Pierce theory
of traveling wave tube [66–68]. The Green’s function to the dispersion relation
of the form Eq. (4.10) was studied in great detail in [95], which always show
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transient growth at a fractional power of time. This transient growth could be
different from t1/3, depending on the magnitude of ω2q , ε , and z [95]. Thus,
including the space charge effects of a TWT, very close to the band edge, the
Green’s function still exponentiates transiently at some fractional power of time,
before the asymptotic behavior (at fixed z) predicted by the Briggs-Bers criterion
appears. In summary, when the beam mode intersects with the forward circuit
mode of a slow wave structure, an absolute instability exists at both the lower
and upper band edges, if the beam current is sufficiently high. The upper band
edge is more susceptible to absolute instability than the lower band edge. The
threshold condition for the onset of absolute instability at both band edges is
given. Close to a band edge, there is always transient growth in the Green’s
function, at a fractional power of time, whether or not there is an absolute
instability.
Finally, we emphasize that absolute instability is not easy to identify exper-
imentally on a traveling wave tube in general. One reason is that TWT may be
subjected to a host of other instabilities, such as the backward wave oscillations
and regenerative oscillations. In addition, at the band edges, the group velocity
is zero, where the waveguide circuits are difficult to match, and the instability
fluctuations are not readily coupled out. But absolute instability has indeed
been detected in experiments on the gyrotron traveling wave amplifiers [98], a
topic which has been studied in great details in the gyrotron community. See
the extensive review by K. R. Chu, Rev. Mod. Phys. 76, 489 (2004). There
appears to be no published experiment documenting absolute instability in a
conventional TWT.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions
This thesis considers three topics of contemporary interest to the study of elec-
tron device, individually treated in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. In Chapter 2, we
presented a novel theory of electrical contact resistance under AC condition.
We considered an AC current flowing through two Cartesian current channels
joined together. Each current channel may be made of different materials and
may have different dimensions. Because of the resistive skin effects, especially
at high frequencies, the currents flow mainly within the respective skin depths
from the boundaries of the respective current channels, including the contact
region. The contact resistance, therefore, is higher than the DC case in general.
We found an exception to this rule, namely, at some frequencies, the contact
resistance may become negative, meaning that the total resistance is less than
the bulk resistance from the individual current channels. This unusual result
is interpreted as reduced current crowding near the joined region. We have
treated various geometries, including slightly uneven joints. The respective skin
depths, the channel dimensions, then become important parameters. Scaling
laws of the contact resistance have been derived in different frequency regimes.
We should stress that the theory of AC contact resistance is challenging and
complex, which leaves many research topics for future works. For example, our
theory is primarily applied to current channels that satisfies ωε  σ, where ω
is the frequency, ε is the permittivity, and σ is the electrical conductivity in the
respective channel. We have not explored materials outside this range, which
include poor conductors or semiconductors. The series representation for the
electromagnetic fields converge much slower for the latter materials. We have
not found a consistent definition for the other lumped parameters, the induc-
tance or capacitance. Even under the assumption ωε σ, we have not entirely
solved for the AC field solution at the triple point, which is the intersection
of the two current channels and their surrounding vacuum region. These are
worthy areas of study whose solution is also of immense computational interest.
Chapter 3 presents a nonlinear, steady state, theory of thermal and elec-
trical conduction on a 1-dimensional conductor with a specified temperature
dependence in the thermal and electrical conductivities. Several representative
models of temperature dependence were explored, where in some cases, the spa-
tial temperature distribution may be calculated analytically, and the regime
for the existence of solution predicted. Such solution was used successfully in
interpreting the experimentally observed temperature distribution on a carbon
nano-fiber field emitter. Interesting topics for future investigation include the
sinusoidal steady state solution, which is relevant when the field emitters are
modulated to create a bunched electron beam for the generation of coherent
radiation. A time-dependent solution will also be a valuable contribution to the
study of electrothermal instabilities and of thermal runaway. The steady state
solutions developed in this chapter need to be extended to 2-dimensions, which
would be of immense interest to the study of electromigration in semiconductor
junctions. The heating of a conical conductor with a voltage applied at different
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heights would produce interesting and useful results.
Finally, in Chapter 4 the absolute instability at the band-edges of a traveling
wave tube (TWT) is re-examined. We overturned the previously established
results which claim that absolute instability at the lower band edge does not
exist when the TWT operates in the forward wave mode of the waveguide circuit.
We found that absolute instability at the lower band edge does exist, but occurs
at a higher threshold in the electron beam current than at the upper band edge.
The temporal-spatial evolution of the Green’s function was also calculated for
the first time on a TWT model, showing exponential growth at a fractional
power of time initially, followed by simple exponential growth in time or decay
in time, depending on whether the current threshold for absolute instability is
exceeded. More accurate modelling of TWT dispersion relation is desirable,
including the modifications of the beam mode and circuit modes by the AC
space charge effects. However, experimental identification of absolute instability
studied in this thesis would be difficult for a TWT, because of poor matching of
the circuit at band edges. In addition, the absolute instability might be masked
by regenerative oscillations, caused by reflections from the ends of the waveguide
circuit, or by the backward wave oscillations that have been extensively treated
for TWT.
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Appendix A. Full Solution of AC Contact
Resistance
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Figure 5.1: The colored regions, which are considered, as well as the boundary
terms for the DC case (a) and the AC case (b).
First let us consider the DC case (Fig. 5.1a). To satisfy the boundary conditions
(2.2a-2.2c) we include fields in each conductor with the following form:
Ez,A =
∞∑
n=1
An cos
(
npiy
d1
)
e
npiz
d1 (5.1a)
Ey,A =
∞∑
n=1
−An sin
(
npiy
d1
)
e
npiz
d1 (5.1b)
in the left conductor and
Ez,B =
∞∑
n=1
Bn cos
(
npiy
d2
)
e−
npiz
d2 (5.2a)
Ey,B =
∞∑
n=1
−Bn sin
(
npiy
d2
)
e−
npiz
d2 (5.2b)
in the right conductor. These fields are chosen to enforce symmetry around the
y=0 plane, the plane of symmetry, as well as to ensure that (2.2d) and (2.2e)
are satisfied. Note that the bulk fields (2.5) need to be added to (5.1) and (5.2)
to obtain the total fields in each conductor. Field “A” will be used to satisfy
(2.2b) and Eq. (5.1) is therefore a Fourier representation over (z = 0,y ∈ [0, d1])
while field “B” will be used to satisfy (2.2a) and (2.2c) and Eq. (5.2) is therefore
a Fourier representation over (z = 0,y ∈ [0, d2]). In Fig. 5.1a, these regions can
be seen. Next, we truncate the Fourier series for each field to N terms, since
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convergence was proven in [64]. This allows us to use (2.2a-2.2c) to obtain a
2N × 2N matrix that can be inverted to yield An and Bn, and therefore the
fields everywhere.
Moving on to the AC case the boundary conditions now have the following
form (Fig. 5.1b)
Ey,1 = Ey,2, z = 0, |y| < d1 (5.3a)
(σ2 − iωε2)Ez,2 =
{
(σ1 − iωε1)Ez,1, |y| < d1
−iωε0Ez,3, d1 < |y| < d2
, z = 0 (5.3b)
Ez,1 = Ez,3, |y| = d1, z < 0 (5.3c)
(σ1 − iωε1)Ey,1 = (−iωε3)Ey,3, |y| = d1, z < 0 (5.3d)
Ey,2 = Ey,3, z = 0, d1 < |y| < d2
(5.3e)
Ey,3 = Ey,4, |y| = d2, z < 0 (5.3f)
(σ2 − iωε2)Ey,2 = −iωε0Ey,4, |y| = d2, z > 0 (5.3g)
Ez,4 =
{
Ez,3, z < 0
Ez,2, z > 0
, |y| = d2 (5.3h)
where E1 corresponds to fields withing the left current channel (yellow region
in Fig. 5.1b), E2 corresponds to fields withing the right current channel (blue
region in Fig. 5.1b), E3 corresponds to fields within (z ∈ [−L, 0], y ∈ [d1, d2])
(red region in Fig. 5.1b) and E4 to fields within (z ∈ [−L,L], y ∈ [d2,∞])
(green region in Fig. 5.1b). To satisfy all of the above we need to include a field
that is a Fourier transform for each boundary condition. All the regions that
have a Fourier transform over them can be seen in Fig. 5.1b. For example, the
resulting total Ez,1 in the conductor to the left is:
E1,z =
I0κ1
2Wσ1
cos(κ1y)
sin(κ1d1)
(bulk solution)
+
∞∑
n=1
An cos
(
npiy
d1
)
exp
z
√(
npi
d1
)2
− κ21
 (meant to satisfy (5.3a))
+
∞∑
n=1
A(2)n sin
(
(2n− 1)piz
2L
)
cosh
y
√(
(2n− 1)pi
2L
)2
− κ21
 (meant to satisfy (5.3d))
where κ1 is defined in Eq. (2.6). Numerically, the last infinite sum is very
small for all cases studied in this chapter. Truncating all series to N and using
the eight boundary conditions (5.3a-5.3h) in the fields of all other regions we
can obtain a 8N × 8N matrix which can again be solved numerically. Doing
so however requires 16 times more memory and ≈ 64 times more time than
the DC case with the same N . For σ  εω (5.3a-5.3h) turn into (2.2a-2.2e)
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and we only need fields “A” and “B” in Fig. 5.1a again and then use the
boundary matching techniques given in [64]. Note that the ”A” and ”B” in Fig.
5.1a solutions satisfy the Laplace (Helmholtz) equation for the DC (AC) case.
Comparing the full solution utilizing all 8 Fourier fields to the simplified solution
for σ ≥ 3.69 ·105 S/m and ω/2pi ≤ 10 THz we obtain contact resistances within
0.000042% of each other. For semiconductors the full solution would need to be
used, but L needs to be much larger consequently and a larger N needs to be
used for proper accuracy.
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Appendix B. Bulk Solutions for the AC Case
Solving Maxwell’s equations under the AC conditions in a conductor (Fig 2.1)
yields fields that are proportional to
F (z, y) = eikzzeikyy (5.4a)
k2z + k
2
y = κ
2 ≡ µεω2 + iωµσ (5.4b)
For the bulk currents in each conductor we have kz = 0 and Ey = 0. Further-
more fields need to be symmetric around the y = 0 axis. This means that the
only field in each conductor are:
Ez,1,b = E1 cos(κ1y), |y| < d1 (5.5a)
Ez,2,b = E2 cos(κ2y), |y| < d2 (5.5b)
where E1 and E2 are complex constants. To find their respecting values we
solve
W
∫ d1
−d1
σEz,1,bdy = I0 (5.6a)
W
∫ d2
−d2
σEz,2,bdy = I0 (5.6b)
to obtain
E1 =
I0κ1
2Wσ1
1
sin(κ1d1)
(5.7a)
E2 =
I0κ2
2Wσ2
1
sin(κ2d2)
(5.7b)
which can be used with (5.5) to yield equation (2.5) of the main text. To obtain
the bulk resistance we first consider σ  ωε, so that (2.6) gives,
κ1 ' 1 + i
δ1
(5.8a)
κ2 ' 1 + i
δ2
(5.8b)
The average power dissipated in each conductor will be:
P = σ
∫
V
( |E|2
2
)
dV (5.9)
Using this we now obtain the time averaged power per unit length for the left
conductor
dP1
dl
=
I20
4Wσ1δ21
∫ d1
−d1
cos
(
1+i
δ1
y
)
cos
(
1−i
δ1
y
)
sin
(
1+i
δ1
d1
)
sin
(
1−i
δ1
d1
)dy (5.10)
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Using
sin ((1 + i)x) sin ((1− i)x) = 1
2
(cosh(2x)− cos(2x))
cos ((1 + i)x) cos ((1− i)x) = 1
2
(cosh(2x) + cos(2x))
we obtain
dP1
dl
=
I20
2Wσδ1
sinh
(
2d1
δ1
)
+ sin
(
2d1
δ1
)
cosh
(
2d1
δ1
)
− cos
(
2d1
δ1
) (5.11)
Equating this to RI20/2L because of (2.3) we obtain
Rb1 =
L
2Wσ1δ1
sinh
(
2d1
δ1
)
+ sin
(
2d1
δ1
)
cosh
(
2d1
δ1
)
− cos
(
2d1
δ1
) (5.12)
Similarly, for the second conductor one can obtain
Rb2 =
L
2Wσ2δ2
sinh
(
2d2
δ2
)
+ sin
(
2d2
δ2
)
cosh
(
2d2
δ2
)
− cos
(
2d2
δ2
) (5.13)
Equations (5.12) and (5.13) are equation (2.8) from in chapter 2.2.
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Appendix C. Rc ∝ ω1/2 Derivation
As ω increases, the skin depths, δ1 and δ2 will decrease. This means that at
sufficiently high frequencies the following will be true (Fig 2.1):
δ1  d1 (5.14a)
δ2  d2 (5.14b)
δ2  d2 − d1 (5.14c)
When the above are true the current will be confined to the edges of the
conductors. Such a current flow can be seen in Fig. 2.6 of the main text. The
horizontal currents in each conductor are the bulk currents, which do not con-
tribute to the contact resistance. The only remaining currents to consider are:
The vertical current between points M and K as well as current perturbations
to attain transitions that satisfy all relevant boundary conditions. The latter
perturbations however will be confined to areas that are in order of δ21 or δ
2
2 ,
whereas the vertical current will occupy an area in the order of (d2 − d1)δ2.
From Eq. (5.14) δ22  (d2 − d1)δ2. Furthermore
δ21
(d2 − d1)δ2 ∝ ω
− 12 (5.15)
For sufficiently high frequencies we can also therefore assume δ21  (d2 − d1)δ2.
Because of the above we can assume that the contact resistance will only arise
from the vertical current between points M and K. The current distribution in
this area is approximately
J =
I0
Wδ2
e−
z
δ2 (5.16)
which will dissipate a total power of
P =
∫ d2
d1
dy
∫ W
0
dx
∫ ∞
0
J2
σ
dz =
(d2 − d1)I20
2Wδ2σ2
(5.17)
Equating the above with RcI
2
0/2 as per (2.3) and normalizing using (2.9) we
obtain
Rc = 2pi
d2 − d1
δ2
∝ ω 12 (5.18)
which is Eq. (2.10) in section 2.3.
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Appendix D. AC Triple Point
The general cylindrical solution to Maxwell’s equations for the electric fields in
the setup shown in Fig. 2.10 is
Er =
(
A
Jm(κr)
κr
+B
Ym(κr)
κr
)(
c1e
imφ + c2e
−imφ) (5.19a)
Eφ =
i
m
(AJ ′m(κr) +BY
′
m(κr))
(
c1e
imφ − c2e−imφ
)
(5.19b)
where Jm(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind, Ym(x) is the Bessel function
of the second kind and κ is defined in Eq. (2.6). Using the recurrence relations
2m
x
Zm(x) = Zm−1(x) + Zm+1(x)
2Z ′m(x) = Zm−1(x)− Zm+1(x)
we can obtain more similar form between Er and Eφ,
Er = [A(Jm−1(κr) + Jm+1(κr)) +B(Ym−1(κr) + Ym+1(κr))]
(
c1e
imφ + c2e
−imφ)
(5.20a)
Eφ = [A(Jm−1(κr)− Jm+1(κr)) +B(Ym−1(κr)− Ym+1(κr))]
(
c1e
imφ − c2e−imφ
)
(5.20b)
For |κr|  1, assuming m is a not a non-positive integer we can use the
following asymptotic forms:
Jm(κr) ' 1
Γ(m+ 1)
(κr
2
)m
(5.21a)
Ym(κr) ' −Γ(m)
pi
(κr
2
)−m
+
1
Γ(m+ 1)
(κr
2
)m
cot (mpi) (5.21b)
Furthermore, the electric field energy per unit length z around the triple point
will be
uE =
ε
2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ δr
0
r|E|2dr (5.22)
and needs to be finite for a small positive scalar δr. The above implies that
that if E ∝ rn then n > −1 to obtain a finite energy stored in the electric field.
Since Ym ∝ r−|m| as |κr| → 0 then Ym−1(κr)±Ym+1(κr) will always diverge as
r−1 at best. This means that B=0 in Eq. (5.19). Using this with Eq. (5.21a)
we obtain
Er ' rm−1
(
aeimφ + be−imφ
)
(5.23a)
Eφ ' irm−1
(
aeimφ − be−imφ) (5.23b)
where all the constants were absorbed into a and b. When ω > 0, κ is complex
in conducting regions which makes Jm(κr) exponentially growing with r. This
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is because fields at the triple point have to be seeded at some positive r in
conductors. Implementing these fields is quite difficult as a result.
The boundary conditions that need to be satisfied are Er and (σ − iωε)Eφ
to both be continuous. This produces a system of equations that can be written
as
M(m)v = 0 (5.24)
where v is a vector with 6 rows that includes all the values of a and b from Eq.
(5.23). This need to have a non-trivial solution which implies
det(M(m)) = 0 (5.25)
which can be solved numerically to yield the values of m that can satisfy all
boundary conditions at once. Note that there are multiple solutions to the
above, of which we chose the one with a real part from 0 to 1, to obtain diverging
solutions that do not produce infinite electric energy around the triple point.
For the DC case with σ1 =∞ and σ2 = σ3 = 0, m was solved exactly by Jordan
et al. [86].
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Appendix E. Derivation of Tmax assuming
Weidemann-Franz law holds
For the Weidemann-Frantz law holding, with T1 = T2 we have α = V
2
0 /lT
2
1 ,
σ(0) = σ(1) = 1, T (0) = T (1) = 0. Due to symmetry, the maximum tempera-
ture occurs at z = 0.5, T (0.5) = Tmax,
dT
dz
∣∣∣
0.5
= 0. We have,
κ = σ(1 + T ) (5.26)
d
dz
(
κ
dT
dz
)
= −αJc
2
σ
(5.27)∫ 1
0
Jc
σ
dz = 1 (5.28)
Integrating (5.27) from 0 to 1 with respect to z and using (5.28) for the right
hand side we get:
κ(1)
dT
dz
∣∣∣∣
1
− κ(0) dT
dz
∣∣∣∣
0
= −αJc (5.29)
Since κ(0) = κ(1) = 1 and because of symmetry dTdz
∣∣∣
1
= − dTdz
∣∣∣
0
we get
dT
dz
∣∣∣∣
0
=
Jc
2
(5.30)
Now multiplying (5.27) by (1 + T )σ dTdz and integrating, we get
1
2
(
(1 + T )σ
dT
dz
)2
= −αJc2
(
T +
T
2
2
)
+ c (5.31)
For z = 0.5, since dTdz = 0, so we get c = αJc
2
(Tmax + Tmax
2
/2). Plugging in
z = 0 in (5.31) and using (5.30) yields,
Tmax = ±
√
α
4
+ 1− 1 (5.32)
For α = 0 we should get Tmax = 0 so the (+) sign is chosen. Therefore, we
obtain
Tmax =
√
α
4
+ 1− 1 (5.33)
which is Eq. (3.14) in the main text.
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Appendix F. Thresholds of absolute instability
at lower and upper band edge
In this Appendix, we outline the derivation of the analytic expressions, Eqs.
(4.4) and (4.5), the threshold condition for the onset of absolute instability at
the lower and upper band edge, respectively.
First, we argue the following points which apply to both the lower and upper
band edges. Refer to Eq. (4.3).
A. At marginal stability Im(ys) = 0.
B. There are four pairs of solutions (xs, ys) to (4.3) that are candidates for
absolute instability.
C. If a pair of solutions (xs, ys) is complex then (xs, ys) is also a pair of
solutions, where the bar denotes complex conjugate.
A holds true since as mentioned in section 4.2 the normalized growth rate is
Im(ys) and the growth rate at marginal stability is zero.
For B we first obtain (xs, ys) by solving the system of equations (4.3), which
becomes:
(y − ux+ 1− u)2(y2 + 2δy − ρ2x2)−  = 0 (5.34)
2(y − ux+ 1− u)(u(y2 + 2δy − ρ2x2)− ρ2x(y − ux+ 1− u)) = 0 (5.35)
This system can then be manipulated into an eighth order polynomial of x
(y) eliminating y (x) which has to equal 0. There are therefore eight pairs
of solutions (xs, ys) to this system. However there are two branches to the
circuit mode hyperbola, y2 + 2δy − ρ2x2 = 0. Each branch is responsible for
four of the eight solutions. One of the branches is a mathematical artifact of
our approximation and therefore only four pairs of solutions are candidates for
absolute instability. Finally let us consider C. Here and in any other case the
statement “(xs, ys) is complex” means “xs has a nonzero imaginary part or ys
has a nonzero imaginary part”. The left hand side of (5.34) and (5.35) can be
rewritten as,
p(x, y) =
∑
i
∑
j
ai,jx
iyj (5.36)
with ai,j being real coefficients. It is easy to show that p(x, y) = p(x, y). There-
fore if (xs, ys) is a solution to both (5.34) and (5.35) then (xs, ys) will be a
solution also. We next treat the lower band edge and the upper band edge.
Lower Band Edge
In this section we will derive the condition for marginal stability for the lower
band edge. First, we argue that out of the four pairs of solutions that are
candidates for absolute instability two will always be real and two will always
be complex. To do so we use Fig. 5.2. The upper branch of the hyperbola
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is the branch that yields solutions that are candidates for absolute instability.
The dashed lines represent the solution to D(x, y) = 0 and the crosses are
the solutions to ∂D∂x = 0, or
dy
dx = 0, which is the condition of zero group
velocity. As ε increases the dashed lines will move away from both the circuit
mode and the beam mode. The slope on each dashed line will always be 0 at
exactly one point regardless of ε. Therefore, there are exactly two real pairs of
solutions which, being real, cannot be candidates for absolute instability. The
two remaining pairs of solutions have to be complex, and are candidates for
absolute instability when ε is sufficiently large. We believe that [70] did not
check the complex roots for absolute instability for the lower band edge because
the existence of real roots is a sufficient condition for stability at the upper band
edge (see the following Section). This results in the erroneous claim in [70] that
the lower band edge does not suffer from absolute instability when the beam
mode intersects the circuit mode at the forward wave side.
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Double Roots
Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of solutions to (4.2) for the lower band
edge for ε = 10−3.
Numerically evaluating the Briggs-Bers criterion for the complex roots does
yield absolute instability for sufficiently high values of ε. At marginal stability
(xs, ys) must be complex and ys must be real as argued in A. Therefore xs
must have an imaginary part. Furthermore (xs, ys) must also be a solution to
(4.3) as argued in B. Since (4.3) guarantees that xs and xs are double roots of
D(x, y)|ys = 0 then
D(x, y)|ys = a(x− xs)2(x− xs)2 = a(x2 − 2Re(xs)x+ |xs|2)2 (5.37)
for some real a. Using (4.2) to evaluate D(x, y)|ys and setting each coefficient of
the fourth order polynomials of x in Eq. (5.37) equal to each other we obtain a
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system of five equations with five unknowns (ε, Re(xs), |xs|2, ys and a). Solving
this system yields Eq. (4.4) of the main text.
Upper Band Edge
In this section we will derive the condition for marginal stability for the upper
band edge. First, we argue that out of the four pairs of solutions that are
candidates for absolute instability two will always be complex and two will
transition from real to complex as ε increases. Figure 5.3 shows the dispersion
relation (4.2) for a high value of ε at which absolute instability exists. Figure
5.4 shows the dispersion relation (4.2) for a low value of ε at which absolute
instability does not exist. In Fig. 5.3, the bottom branch of the hyperbola is
the one that yields solutions that are candidates for absolute instability at the
upper band edge. Figure 5.4 is zoomed in around the intersection point of the
beam mode and the circuit mode for a very low value of ε, at which there is no
absolute instability. Note that this intersection point is to the left of the peak of
the circuit mode. For sufficiently high values of ε there are no real solutions to
(4.3) as seen in Fig. 5.3. As ε decreases both dashed lines in Fig. 5.3 will move
closer to the beam and circuit modes. For sufficiently small values of ε the blue
dashed line will fold over the peak of the circuit mode and have a zero derivative
( dydx = 0) at two points as seen in Fig. 5.4. Therefore there are two solutions
that are always complex with nonzero imaginary parts and two solutions that
transition from real to imaginary as ε increases.
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Figure 5.3: A graphical representation of solutions to (4.2) for the upper band
edge for ε = 10−3 where no real solutions exist around the intersection point.
Numerically evaluating the Briggs-Bers criterion for the two roots that are
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always complex, in both Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, does not yields absolute instability.
Numerically evaluating the Briggs-Bers criterion for the two roots that transition
from real to complex as ε increases always yields absolute instability when they
are complex. Marginal stability is therefore the point when these two pairs of
solutions transition from real to complex. When these solutions are complex
they must have the same real parts as argued in C. Therefore, to become
real these two pairs of solutions must coincide on the real axis. For each pair
of solutions D(x, y)|ys must have a double x root. However, since these two
pairs are the same D(x, y)|ys must have two double x roots. This means that
D(x, y)|ys has a triple root in x and therefore can be written as
D(x, y)|ys = a(x− xs)3(x− b) (5.38)
for some real a and b. This triple root in x at transition to absolute instability
may also be seen from Fig. 5.4, where the two double roots on the blue curve
must merge to become a triple root before they disappear as ε increases. This
appearance of a triple root in x (or in k) is also the threshold condition for
the onset of the absolute instability in gyrotron traveling wave amplifier [98],
because the latter’s dispersion relation is very similar to that of TWT near the
upper band edge, as noted in [70]. Using (4.2) to evaluate D(x, y)|ys and setting
each coefficient of the fourth order polynomials of x in Eq. (5.38) equal to each
other we obtain a system of five equations with five unknowns (ε, xs, ys, a and
b). Solving this system yields Eq. (4.5) of the main text.
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Figure 5.4: A graphical representation of solutions to (4.2) for the upper band
edge for ε = 10−9 where no real solutions exist around the intersection point.
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